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Abstract

The number of community supported agriculture (CSA) farms has grown considerably 

since the model was first introduced in the United States nearly 30 years ago. However, current 

academic literature lacks specific studies that provide an in-depth analysis of a market for CSA 

shares over time. The purpose of this study was to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

supply and demand for CSA shares in the Tanana Valley through extensive data gathering of 

local production and farm statistics. The research provides a narrative of how the market has 

developed and changed over time. Hedonic models provide real estimates of implicit prices paid 

for specific attributes of CSA shares in the market. A choice experiment and intercept surveys 

determined consumer preferences for CSA shares. Overall, the results of this research indicate 

that CSA farms are becoming more prevalent in the Tanana Valley and offer a growing number 

of consumers a diverse basket of vegetables over the short Alaskan growing season. Based on 

statistics gathered from the demand analysis, farmers in the region could increase revenues and 

capture a larger share of the market for produce in the Tanana Valley through increased 

marketing and more flexible share options.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

The local food movement is taking off in the United States. Each year, an increasing number 

of people are interested in local food and concerned with the source and quality of their produce 

(Martinez, 2010). Along with farmers’ markets and increased efforts to include local produce in 

large supermarkets, community supported agriculture (CSA) shares are providing a link between 

local farmers and the dinner table with surprising success (Martinez, 2010). With over 12,000 

active CSA farms in the United States in 2012, CSA shares are meeting a demand for fresh, 

quality, and most importantly, local produce (Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012), and the 

benefits of a CSA are catching on to farmers and consumers alike

1.1 What is a CSA?

Under a typical CSA model, the consumer pays a lump fee at the beginning of the season 

(Kolodinsky and Pelch, 1997). In doing so, the member takes on some of the risk inherent to 

agriculture production. Meaning, if  the crop fails or weather patterns decrease production, 

members do not receive reduced amounts of produce. Then, throughout the season, the member 

receives produce from the farm. Usually this is on a weekly basis at designated pick-up times. 

Most often, the pick-up times are set to a few hours and the location can vary from on the farm to 

a more central location. Under a more traditional model, the CSA member does not have a 

choice on the variety or quantity of produce delivered each week.

While the CSA model is designed to provide local produce to consumers and a connection to 

local agriculture, the rigid structure has many drawbacks for the consumer. The large upfront 

cost of a share can be prohibitive to many buyers. While some farms offer partial shares, the 

fixed quantity and variety of produce can be limiting or provide too much, or too little produce. 

In addition, pick-up times or locations can exclude consumer groups depending on work 

schedule, availability of transportation, or general proximity to their work or home.

While the upfront liquid capital is appealing for the farmer, they are constrained by the 

structure of the CSA model. As a grower, their crop selection is based around the CSA share and 

must include enough varieties to appeal to consumers. In addition, given that the CSA share 

pick-up occurs every week, farmers must ensure that there is enough food to fill each weekly 

order. This can cause considerable stress on the grower to maintain enough varieties at a high
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enough yield to assuage every CSA member. Similar to the consumer, while the farmer sees 

many benefits from utilizing the model, inherent structural components of the model are 

incredibly time intensive and may limit the farmer’s ability to produce for other markets.

1.2 History of CSAs

While the CSA model is utilized nationwide on many farms, its formal history within the 

United States is relatively short. Almost all sources agree that the first CSA farms started in 1986 

in New Hampshire— at a farm called the Temple/Wilton Community Farm--and in 

Massachusetts— at a farm called the Indian Line Farm (Cooley and Lass, 1998; Forbes and 

Harmon, 2007; Kolodinsky and Pelch, 1997; Farnsworth et al., 1996). Although the two farms 

started in isolation, the model of community driven and supported agriculture can be traced back 

to various places in Japan and Europe (Farnsworth et al., 1996). According to McFadden (2004), 

the two American farms to start the CSA movement had no influence from Japan, but rather 

solely from European examples.

While the exact country of influence for the first two farms is unclear, the model has gained 

traction throughout the United States. Starting with 2 farms in 1 state in 1986, CSA farms can 

now be found in all 50 states and in 2012 the total number of farms was estimated at 12,617 

(Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). In fact, in 2012, 1,107 farms could be found in California 

alone (Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). This demonstrates that overall, the model for CSA 

shares is widely accepted by farmers and consumers of local food throughout the country. 

However, it is only since 1999 that the USDA and other research institutions have kept 

consistent data on the number of farms. Therefore, similar to the motivations and inspiration for 

inception, the exact count of CSA shares in the country each year since 1986 is virtually 

unavailable.

1.3 Research Objective

Acknowledging the lack of academic studies on CSA markets, this research attempts to 

formally analyze the market for CSA shares in the Tanana Valley of Alaska. The study area for 

the project is the Tanana Valley of Alaska, which includes the city of Fairbanks. As a state, 

Alaska is one of the most remote and isolated places in the United States. As a result, it faces a 

higher risk of food insecurity and potential for food shortages than more developed parts of the 

United States. As noted in Kaiser’s (2011) study, access to local food decreases the risk of food
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insecurity. Increasing access to local food will increase food security in the region which could 

have impacts on socio-economic outcomes for citizens. Completing a study on a source of local 

food in a rural environment such as Alaska will provide a baseline for both the supply and 

demand markets for local agriculture and provide data to help grow the market.

Broadly, this research explored the market for CSA shares in the region. The research 

will answer baseline questions about the market such as: when did the first farm offer CSA 

shares? Or how many CSA farms are in operation today? Another goal of the research was to 

answer farmer and community member questions on the potential demand for CSA shares. 

Broadly, the research aimed to provide a market analysis including both an overview of the 

demand and supply markets.

The second chapter provides an overview of the CSA shares in the study area and their 

impact on the local economy. This chapter introduces the market for CSA shares by providing 

historical statistics and current baseline information about production costs and revenues. It will 

also serve as a reference point for comparison to other communities.

The third chapter includes a hedonic price model for CSA shares. CSA shares in the 

community vary drastically based on: share composition, length, pickup time and location.

These differences create differences in share price. A hedonic price model determines implicit 

prices for these characteristics which then might be helpful for farmers as they consider share 

pricing and offerings.

The fourth chapter discusses the findings of an in-depth consumer survey which included 

a choice experiment. The choice experiment was designed to determine the preferences and 

willingness to pay for CSA shares. The surveys also gathered information about general 

purchasing preferences, trends, and knowledge of CSA farms in the community. In conclusion, 

chapter five closes the research. Overall trends in the community are identified. Limitations and 

future research are considered.

1.4 Bibliography
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Chapter 2 Overview and Economic Impact of the Community Supported Agriculture Market 
in the Tanana Valley of Alaska

Abstract:

Few academic studies exist which provide an overview of CSA farms in a remote region of the 

United States. This study of community supported agriculture farms in the Tanana Valley of 

Alaska provides an overview of a previously unstudied market. Statistics on the number of farms 

in the community, number of shares, and share price over time tell the story of a growing 

industry poised to meet the needs of the community for locally grown produce. Costs and 

revenue information from farmers were gathered, analyzed, and form the basis for an input- 

output model. The results of this study determined that CSA farms are established within the 

study area with 386 CSA shares sold in 2014.

2.1 Introduction

In the 2012 survey of farms in the United States, 42 farms in Alaska reported using the 

CSA model (Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). This is an increase of 22 farms from the 20 

farms estimated in 2007 (Table 44: Selected Practices, 2007 and Table 43: Selected Practices, 

2012). Given Alaska’s isolated and fragile supply chains, the CSA model has potential to have a 

large impact on the amount of local produce available to consumers. However, an extreme 

northern climate, short growing season and changing climate limits the number of farmers 

willing to invest in local agriculture. Nevertheless, as a sub region, the United States Department 

of Agriculture (USDA) is interested in strengthening food supply chains in Alaska and learning 

what local produce and food products are available (Alaska Subregional Conference Needs and 

Issues, 2010).

As a way to augment local food supply and remove risks of food insecurity, this study 

evaluates the impact of CSA farms on a community and provides a thorough overview of the 

market for CSAs in a region of Alaska—the Tanana Valley. The goal is to capture a complete 

picture of the market and evaluate its impact on the economy, potential for growth, and the 

possibility of using local farms to augment local food supplies and enhance food security in the 

region. In overview, this study gathers baseline information about CSA farms.
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2.2 Methodology and Study Area

The study was conducted in the Tanana Valley of Alaska. Fairbanks, Alaska is the main 

cultural and economic hub of the region. Virtually an end of the road community, Fairbanks 

supports a number of off-road communities. As discussed in this study, while the number of 

operational farms is small but growing, historically the region supported a large agricultural 

community (Papp and Phillips, 2007).

In order to accurately evaluate the market CSA shares, all CSA farmers in the Tanana 

Valley were contacted about this study. The list of CSA farmers was gathered through word-of- 

mouth interactions with farmers and people involved with the local Farmers’ Market, contacting 

the Co-operative Extension staff, online databases of CSA farms in Alaska, as well as reading 

news articles about gardening and local farms. Farmers were first asked to participate in an 

interview. During the interview and introduction to the study, farmers were given worksheets to 

gather cost and production information as well as quantitative information about the farm. In 

some cases, farmers were able to fill out these worksheets independently. In other cases, 

researchers worked one-on-one with farmers to gather this information. This information was 

then used to assess: number of farms, number of shares, share price, costs, and revenues. A 

thorough analysis of costs and revenues were used to complete an input-output (I-O) analysis for 

the market of CSA shares for the region.

2.2.1 Impact Analysis with IMPLAN

With access to cost and revenue information for each farm, an I-O analysis to evaluate 

the impact of CSA farms on the community was implemented. The software program IMPLAN 

was able to use local multipliers as well to calculate the direct, indirect, and induced effects from 

the market sales of CSA farms. In addition to total sales, specific purchasing and spending 

information was gathered from area farmers and used in the I-O analysis. Most important, 

information on employment, revenue, and wage information was gathered which was then used 

to alter the default information in IMPLAN—which tailored results to the industry and increased 

accuracy of the findings.
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2.2.1.2 Input-Output Analysis

I-O analysis was developed as a way to conceptualize and account for the movement of 

all goods and services within an economy (Day, n.d.). Dr. Wassily Leontief first came up with 

the method of analysis and used it to aid the government in planning and accounting for changes 

to the United States economy during World War II (Day, n.d.). Through analyzing the market 

value of a final sale or economic activity, I-O modeling attempts to capture the impact of the 

economic activity on the surrounding economy. In order to capture all of the impacts of an 

activity, the I-O analysis focuses on the impact on employment and final demand or output.

In addition, I-O modeling classifies the economic impact of an activity into direct, 

indirect and induced effects based on defined multipliers. The direct impact is the effect of the 

initial market transaction. Indirect effects take into consideration the impact of the spending once 

the initial transaction has been made and captures how the funds move between industries 

(Deller, 2012). Finally, the induced effect takes into consideration how employment and labor 

income is spent (Deller, 2012). Through capturing all three impacts, the I-O model is able to 

accurately reflect and account for all changes to the economy due to one single economic 

activity.

Spending patterns form the basis of any I-O analysis. Spending patterns track the 

movement of money through an economy. North American Industry Classification System 

(NAICS) codes group industries together and differentiate spending between areas of the 

economy (Introduction to North American Industry Classification System, n.d.). This shows how 

the spending in one NAICS code impacts other NAICS codes (other industries). These spending 

patterns form the basis to estimate the indirect and induced effects within the economy.

While the spending patterns capture the movement of funds, multipliers indicate how 

many times the money circulates within the study area. Only money that is spent within the study 

area is considered. For example, if  money is spent out of state or in a different part of the state, it 

is removed from the study area. Multipliers capture leakages within the economy and then 

provide estimates for how the initial money generates additional spending within the economy— 

both within the sector and in related sectors.

In the context of this study the parameters are:
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• The impact of CSA farmers is captured by determining the final sale value of all farm 

products (CSA shares, other vegetable sales, other farm sales).

• The study area is defined as the Fairbanks North-Star Borough. This means that the 

economic activity will occur in the study area and the impacts will be reported about the 

study area.

• The NAICs code for vegetable farming, the main occupation of the CSA farmers, is 

111219, vegetable farming.

• The direct impact of CSA farmers is the final sale of all vegetables and farm products 

produced by the CSA farm. Since labor, land, and other resources are used throughout the 

farm, the overall impact of the farm must be considered, not just the impact of CSA 

shares.

• The indirect impact of CSA farmers is the industries where they purchase supplies and 

spend their income.

• The induced impact is where those employed by the CSA farms spend their income.

2.3 Data and Analysis

This study was able to capture detailed panel data from 10 farms (83% of the market) in 

the Tanana Valley or greater Fairbanks area of Alaska. Information about the farm’s production, 

costs, revenue, approach to farming, and thoughts on agriculture in the area is presented below.

2.3.1 Baseline Statistics

Average statistics for the community listed in Table 2.1. In Lass et al.’s (2003) study of 

310 CSA farms, the mean number of acres under production for CSA shares was 7 (median=3) 

and total mean number of acres for the farm was 58.9 (median=15). The size of the farms in this 

study is substantially smaller (1.8 acres). Lass et al. (2003) also determined that farms on average 

provided produce for 24 weeks. Due to a short growing season in Alaska, farmers in this study 

only provide shares for 15 weeks on average. In general, these statistics show that CSA farms in 

the Tanana Valley are small operations with growing operations constrained by the extreme 

northern environment.
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Table 2.1: General statistics of CSA farms in the Tanana Valley (greater Fairbanks area) 1997
2014).

Characteristic Average

Number of shares 32

Price of shares $443.06

Number of weeks 15

Size of farm in acres 1.8

Number of varieties in share 44

Years in operation 7.5

In the last 10 years, the number of farms offering CSA shares has increased from 5 farms 

to a maximum of 12 farms in 2014 (Figure 2.1). In 1997, the first farm in the area began offering 

CSA shares. From 2005 to 2014, the number of farms offering CSA shares more than doubled. 

For comparison, the total number of CSAs in Alaska increased 110% (Table 44: Selected 

Practices, 2007 and Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). On the same timeframe, the number of 

CSA farms in this community increased 57%. The average number of years in production is 7.5. 

For comparison, the average number of years in operation was 5.6 for Tegtmeier and Duffy’s 

(2005) study and 5.7 for Lass et al.’s (2003) study.

Number of CSA Farms

■ Farms

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Figure 2.1: Count of CSA farms in the Tanana Valley, AK (greater Fairbanks area) 2005-2015.
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In 2014, twelve farms offered CSA shares while in 2015, only 9 farms offered shares. 

This drop in participation is due to a number of factors and specific reasons are left of out the 

analysis to protect the identity of the farms. However, those farms are continuing to produce 

vegetables but are not utilizing the CSA model.

The Tanana Valley has seen a large increase in the number of shares available to 

consumers (Figure 2.2). In 9 years, the number of CSA shares has increased from 97 in 2005 to 

386 in 2014, an increase of 297%. It is important to note that each share feeds multiple people. 

Farmers generally estimate that a full share will feed a family of 4. Therefore, it is conceivable 

that these CSA shares are actually feeding closer to 1,544 people. The population of the 

Fairbanks North Star borough in 2014 was estimated at 99,357 people (Fairbanks North Star 

Borough, Alaska, n.d.) therefore approximately 1.6% of people are share members.

Number of Shares

395 386

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Figure 2.2: Count of CSA shares in the Tanana Valley, AK (greater Fairbanks area) 2005-2014.

Since 2005, the total number of shares available to the community has increased. Over 

the entire study period, on average farms produced 32 shares. However, the number of shares 

available is highly dependent on the number of years the farm has been in operation. The
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correlation between years in operation and number of shares is .83. On average, farms offered

12.8 shares the first year. After the first year, the number of shares continues to increase each 

year and by year 5, the average number of shares offered is 40.8. However, after year seven, the 

number of shares decreases. Lass et al. (2003) determined that farms produced on average 56.2 

full shares (median=30) each season. This suggests that the average number of shares produced 

by a farm in the Tanana Valley is less than produced by other CSA farms in the country. 

However, this is sensible given that the average number of acres is also less than reported in 

national CSA farm data.

While the number of people subscribing to CSA shares increased over the last 9 years, 

the real price for a CSA share was relatively constant (Figure 2.3). In 2014, the average share 

price was $422.06. In general, farmers indicated that in the first few years they offered the share 

at a lower price for fear that they might be offering an inferior product. However, once they had 

been producing for a couple years, they felt comfortable increasing their price. Since 2011, share 

price has steadily decreased. This is likely due to farms starting to offer a half share.

Before 2006, only one farm offered a half share. Since 2011, an increasing number of 

farms are offering half shares. In 2013 and 2014, 4 farms offered a half share. On average, farms 

offer half shares for $307.81 versus $433.80 for the full share. Half-shares are marketed at a 

lower price under the assumption that they deliver half the produce of a full share. While farmers 

are unable to earn as much per share, a lower cost per share might entice people to buy the half 

share. Consumers are paying for more than half the cost of a full share for half the produce. 

Perhaps, farmers are recovering more overhead or making a larger profit on half shares than full 

shares.
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Share Price

Year

Figure 2.3: Real price for CSA share in the Tanana Valley (greater Fairbanks area) from 2005
2014.

While changes to real price shown above, how farmers set the price is not as easily 

reasoned. In Tegtmeier and Duffy’s (2005) study, 60% of farmers indicated that the operational 

costs and labor was important (indicating a 4 or 5 on a 1-5 scale) in pricing the share. Economic 

theory suggests that sellers factor operational costs into the price of the final good. However, in 

general, in this region, most farmers do not consider operational or labor costs in the price of the 

share. Farmers in this region look to other farms to set the price. They also consider the pricing 

of produce in local large grocery stores. This method fails to consider individual farm costs or 

attributes. It also fails to account for a premium which has been shown to accompany local 

produce (Carpio and Isengildina-Massa, 2009; Loureiro and Hine, 2002).

2.3.2 Cost

In addition to gathering basic information about the market for CSA shares, the study 

gathered data on costs, revenues, and employment for the 2014 growing season. This information 

was primarily gathered for the I-O analysis but also provides insight for assessing general trends 

in the budget.

As shown earlier, CSA farms in the study area are small operations. In 2014, median 

yearly costs were $27,000 and median profits were $4,222.00. As shown in Table 2.2, there is a
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wide range of input costs and revenues for the community. There was a considerable difference 

between average and median values. For example, average profit was $13,403.55. This shows 

that a few farms are making profits within the community, but the majority of farms are not 

generating enough profits to solely constitute the farmer’s income.

Table 2.2: Costs and revenues for CSA farms in the Tanana Valley (greater Fairbanks area) in 
2014.

Cost ($) Count
$0 - $9,999 3
$10,000 - $19,999 3
$20,000- $29,999 0
$30,000 + 3

Revenue ($) Count

$0 - $9,999 3

$10,000- $25,000 1

$25,001-$50,000 3

$100,000 + 2

While generalizations about costs and revenues cannot be garnered from the dataset, the 

revenue per acre was calculated and can be used to compare this study area to other farms in the 

United States. Excluding an outlier and scaling to one acre, the average return per acre is 

$20,272. This is substantially higher than the average return per acre ($4,658.47) reported in 

Lass et al. (2003)1. In addition, this figure is substantially higher than the estimates of revenue 

per acre for corn in Minnesota (769.90/acre) or soybeans (478.88/acre)2 (Thiesse, 2014). 

However, farms are still not reporting high profits or generating high returns on investments or 

markups from operating costs. This is likely due to increased costs of production for operating in 

a geographically isolated and high latitude environment.

In addition, in this study area farm revenue was highly correlated (0.75) with years in 

operation. A correlation of 0.75, suggests that as the farmer gains experience in the market— and 

perhaps on the land—they are able to acquire additional revenue. Again, while this is not

1 Average income from CSA $33,541, average acre 7.2
2 Inflated to 2014 dollars.
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correlated with number of marketing outlets, or raising the price of the share, it may be that they 

are producing more output on their land. This suggests that new farmers might become more 

profitable the longer they stay with farming.

Similar to other CSA farms, farms in the study utilized various marketing sources and 

sold produce in multiple locations. On average, CSA revenue only constituted 58% of overall 

farm revenue. Farmers also sold produce at farm stands, the local farmers’ market, a local co-op 

market, restaurants, and other commercial buyers. However, the correlation between revenue 

and number of selling locations was low (.19).

This study shows no strong correlation between years in operation and costs. Theory 

suggests that initial costs or high costs of equipment and other durable goods decrease as years 

increase. Some farmers indicated that they are always looking to grow their operation or make 

improvements to the production system. In addition, each year they have upkeep on machinery 

or other construction projects just to maintain the farm. While the idea that costs decrease over 

time would follow traditional economic theory, this study did not support that reasoning.

Farms also provided considerable information about their spending. Of the 6 farms which 

provided detailed receipts on their 2014 spending, 75% of their purchases were made locally. A 

2012 study of restaurants in 10 communities found that spending at national firms only 

recirculated in the local economy 30.4% whereas spending to local firms recirculated almost 

65% (Indie Impact Study Series, 2012). The recirculation rates were even lower for general retail 

firms with recirculation rates for national firms of 13.6% and local firms 47.7% (Indie Impact 

Study Series, 2012). This suggests that purchases made to local farmers will stay in the economy 

and provide benefits to the local community.

The study gathered information about specific cost categories including: utilities, capital, 

and employment. Capital estimates were variable and farmers used many different ways to 

account for capital. Therefore, we do not present findings on capital expenditures by farms in 

this analysis. Additionally, utilities varied significantly across farms. Sources for variation 

included: greenhouse space (high cost of heating oil), source of water (stream, rain catchment 

on-site, well, trucked in from central well), fuel (transportation of goods to town, tractor vs hand 

tilling), and electricity. While all farms in the study were small farms, the location of their farm, 

level of mechanization, and approach to farming all are reasons why utility costs vary
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considerably. Some farms reported utility costs as high as approximately $9,000 while another 

only reported approximately $100. These two costs represent incredibly different farms and 

demonstrate the difficulty in making general characterizations about utility costs for farms in the 

study area.

Employment statistics from the farms show that many farms do not hire outside help or 

only few part-time workers. Only a few farms in the study area pay people outside of the family 

or immediate social group to work on the farm. Even when workers are compensated for their 

time, the pay is part-time work. Excluding an outlier in the dataset, on average, part-time 

workers received $1,749.26 total in the 2014 season. This illustrates that while many people 

advocate for farming, the compensation remains extremely low. Arguably too low for the labor 

and opportunity costs associated with the position and the benefits accrued by communities with 

small farms.

Almost all farmers are not accounting for their time or labor in the price of a share or 

farm planning. Therefore, these figures were not included in the cost analysis. Farmers are not 

keeping records of their hours over the week, season, or time devoted to a particular crop. While 

historically farming has not been conducive to an hourly wage, not considering the cost of a 

farmer’s time could be detrimental to the overall business plan of the farm. High labor, low 

output crops might not be identified and abandoned in exchange for lower labor, higher output 

varieties.

The analysis of costs and revenues of farms in the study area highlight the diversity of 

farms offering CSA shares. In addition, it shows that perhaps additional efforts should be made 

to quantify costs to the farm. Ensuring that CSA shares and produce are priced accurately might 

be important to support a sustainable business model that keeps the farmer in the industry for 

years to come. This is similarly a concern for hired employees. The industry should provide 

adequate compensation for employees. However, without consistent data on costs, or a more 

quantitative approach to setting prices, the concerns outlined above will persist within the 

market.
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2.3.3 IMPLAN Analysis

Utilizing the information available above, this study conducted an I-O analysis for the 

farms offering CSA shares to the community. The total industry sales were $284,519.52. This 

includes only vegetable sales and does not differentiate between CSA shares and other vegetable 

sales including sales to: restaurants, markets, consumers. The model was adjusted for this 

particular region with specific values entered for employment (11 employees), employee 

compensation (1,749.26 on average) and proprietor income ($13,403.55 on average). These 

figures are averages based on information from 9 farms. While spending patterns were gathered 

for the farms, due to inconsistencies across farms, IMPLAN spending patterns and not those 

generated by the farm data were used.

Based on this analysis, CSA farms had a direct impact within the community of $258,473 

in 2014 (Table 2.3). The total effect was $394,865.6— an increase of 66%. The indirect effect 

($31,594.7) is the impact on labor, employment, and total value added on the CSA farmers 

purchasing supplies to grow the produce. The induced effect of $76,797.4 is the impact of wages 

on the surrounding economy. While the industry is small, spending money on local growers does 

have a substantial impact in the local economy.

Table 2.3: Summary of impact of CSA farms in 2014.

Impact
Type

Employment Labor
Income

Total Value 
Added

Output

Direct
Effect

11.0 124,720.1 303,533.3 286,473.6

Indirect
Effect

0.1 5,754.8 22,658.8 31,594.7

Induced
Effect

0.5 25,096.3 45,477.6 76,797.4

Total
Effect

11.7 155,571.2 371,669.6 394,865.6

In addition to the impact of CSA farm sales on the overall local economy, IMPLAN is 

able to determine how spending is distributed through different sectors (Table 2.4). Based on this 

analysis, support activities is the next sector impacted by CSA share sales. Other industries 

impacted include: owner-occupied dwellings, real estate, petroleum refineries, hospitals, and 

wholesale trade. As expected, these industries are crucial to the production of produce and
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sustaining a community. These industries highlight that, once again, sales of local produce from 

CSA farmers will impact the immediate local economy and industries vital to the community.

Table 2.4: Summary of output for top ten sectors impacted by CSA farms in 2014.

Sector Description Total
Employment

Total
Labor
Income

Total Value 
Added

Total
Output

3 Vegetable and melon 
farming

11.0 124,789.1 303,804.7 286,797.8

19 Support activities for 
agriculture and forestry

0.0 689.4 12,462.1 13,025.3

441 Owner-occupied
dwellings

0.0 0.0 9,231.1 12,958.0

440 Real estate 0.0 608.6 5,243.4 6,430.5
156 Petroleum refineries 0.0 103.3 693.7 5,313.3
482 Hospitals 0.0 2,901.5 2,945.4 5,202.0
395 Wholesale trade 0.0 1,066.7 2,419.9 3,516.8
523 Other state government 

enterprises
0.0 1,784.7 1,696.8 2,654.9

62 Maintenance and repair 
construction of 
nonresidential structures

0.0 1,248.7 1,268.7 2,587.8

49 Electric power 
transmission and 
distribution

0.0 647.3 782.7 2,513.9

2.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

Through analyzing panel data from multiple farms in the study area, this research was 

able to assess the market for CSA shares in the region. Overall, the market for CSA shares 

experienced marked growth both in the number of farms and the number of shares in the last 10 

years. The study supported trends seen at the national and state level which suggest that CSA 

farms are growing in popularity and commanding per acre revenues higher than other alternative 

farming practices, such as mono-cropping. In addition, information about farm costs and 

revenues illuminated that as suspected, every farm in the region is approaching farming 

differently. This was seen in the wide range of costs and revenues present in the market—not 

only are totals vastly different but even within similar categories, such as utilities. This makes it 

difficult to compare farms or make any comments or suggestions about this information. This 

study was able to show through an I-O analysis that CSA farms have an impact on the
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surrounding community not only through their direct sales but also through indirect and induced 

effects.

This research highlighted that the market for CSA shares in the Tanana Valley is unique, 

and rapidly changing. The analyses presented in this report identify key trends and findings for 

the area. A potential study could be initiated to determine which crops are most profitable. Such 

an analysis would require additional data to be gathered by the farmer. This study also touched 

on the lack of a systematic approach to pricing by farmers. This is an area of research which 

could be pursued with additional data from farmers and the market for produce in the region. 

Systematically assessing price and setting prices based on costs has implications for farmer 

profits and the sustainability of the farm.
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Chapter 3: Assessing the Price and Preferences for Community Supported Agriculture Shares in 
an Alaskan Community

Abstract:

Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) shares can be one of the major sources of income for 

small farms. Despite increases in the number of farms using the CSA model, little research exists 

to assess the impact of share characteristics on price. This study uses panel data on CSA shares 

gathered from farms in the Tanana Valley of Alaska to evaluate the determinants of share price. 

Through a clustered OLS and mixed-effects model, it was determined that length of season and 

composition of share are positively associated with share price. Conversely, organic certification, 

number of varieties in share, and pick up offerings are negatively associated with price.

3.1 Introduction

From 2002 to 2007, direct to consumer (DTC) agricultural sales increased 32% and the 

number of farms participating grew by 17% in the United States (Low et al., 2015). The rapid 

growth of DTC sales is representative of a trend towards agricultural production directed towards 

satisfying a growing consumer base interested in purchasing fresh produce from local growers. 

One of the most popular ways farmers are entering local food markets is through the adoption of 

the community supported agriculture (CSA) model (Hardesty, 2008; Brown and Miller, 2008). 

CSA farms are subscription based agriculture where members pay an upfront fee for a growing 

season of produce. In 2005, an estimated 1,144 farms used the model while in 2007, USDA Ag 

Census estimated the number had increased to 12, 549 (Martinez, 2010; Table 44: Selected 

Practices, 2007). 3 The rapid growth of CSA farming is notable because the CSA model was first 

introduced in the United States in 1986 (Kolodinsky and Pelch, 1997). This represents huge 

growth in the number of farms using a relatively new method of marketing and distributing 

produce.

One market that has experienced growth in the number of CSA farms is Alaska. The 

number of CSA farms in Alaska has grown from 20 in 2007 to 42 in 2012 (Table 44: Selected 

Practices, 2007; Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). Alaska’s isolated communities, fragile 

supply chains, and high food insecurity, create communities with a need and desire for local

3 Clearly, there are differences in accounting and historically the USDA had difficulty determining the number of 
CSA farms in the US.
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produce. With few studies available, Alaskan farmers are left without clear indicators for how to 

determine share price and the attributes consumers value most. Researching the determinants of 

CSA share price will determine market dynamics and identify ways for small, local farmers to 

capture a larger corner of the market, arguably increasing yearly revenues simply by tailoring 

marketing and the CSA model to fit the general consumer.

This study uses a hedonic model to estimate implicit prices for share attributes for CSA 

farms in the Tanana Valley of Alaska (Fairbanks region). Panel data [a data set which consists 

of time series observations for each specific farm] was gathered on 10 CSA farms, representing 

83% of the farms offering CSA shares in the community. Through interviews with farmers and 

one-on-one interactions, data were gathered on: weeks in operation, composition of the share, 

farming practices, and pickup time and location were gathered to assess the determinants of 

price.

3.2 Previous Literature

Literature on CSA farming traditionally focuses on clarifying member demographics, 

motivations for joining a CSA farm (Zepeda and Leviten-Reid, 2004), and barriers to entry 

(Stagl and O’Hara, 2002); attempting to find differences between consumers of CSA shares and 

consumers in the market for produce (Kolodinsky and Pelch, 1995). Kolodinsky and Pelch 

(1995) determined that while years of education were correlated with membership, income was 

not. This provided a baseline for future studies conducted by Cox et al. (2008), Stagl and O’Hara 

(2002), Lang (2005), and Bougherara et al. (2009), which attempted to determine motivations to 

join CSAs as well as provide more socio-demographic information on members. These authors 

concluded that shopping habits, ability of the CSA to meet produce needs and preferences for 

local food were significant factors in membership. While identifying trends in membership, 

these studies do not consider how price of the share impacts membership.

A few studies have been conducted to determine supply related factors in CSA markets. 

These studies were largely small, regional analysis which attempted to gather general 

information about average farm size, average farm costs, and average farm revenues and share 

price. Given the lack of data on even the number of CSA farms operating in the United States, 

baseline information on share price, costs, and revenues of CSA farms are important. Cooley and 

Lass (1998) find that CSA shares are cheaper for consumers compared to both organically and
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conventionally grown vegetables. Later, studies from Tegtmeier and Duffy (2005) as well as 

Lass et al. (2003) characterized CSA farms regionally and report on share price, farm income, 

costs, and farmer socio-demographics. Of interest, they find that while CSA farms are generating 

higher revenues per acre, they are not setting prices systematically to include costs of production.

These two bodies of research provide a baseline assessment of CSA markets and identify 

key trends in such markets. Unfortunately, very little research has been directed towards 

identifying consumer preferences for CSA produce. This limitation constrains farmers’ ability to 

establish revenue maximizing pricing schemes. Given that most CSA farms are small and 

operate with low profit margins, the viability of the approach is critically dependent upon 

establishing a sound understanding of consumer preferences.

A number of other studies have estimated the willingness to pay a premium for local 

produce. Studies were conducted across a wide geographic range and some put a specific 

monetary value on the premium consumers are willing to pay for local produce. Carpio and 

Isengildina-Massa (2009) found that consumers in South Carolina will pay 27% more on average 

for local produce and 23% more for local animal products. Pirog and McCann (2009) found that 

residents of Indiana prefer local products to non-local products although quality may be a more 

important indicator of preference. Loureiro and Hine (2002) researched how willingness-to-pay 

estimates differ between local, organic, and GMO-free potatoes. They found that willingness-to- 

pay was highest for local potatoes with the caveat that consumers prefer quality produce and thus 

to maintain the higher premium, quality must remain high. Xu et al.’s (2015) study on the lettuce 

market in Hawaii was the only study to show that consumers were not willing to pay a premium 

for local produce. These studies show that, in general, willingness-to-pay is high for local 

products. However, in these studies, local produce is treated as homogenous goods when in fact; 

local produce is heterogeneous with incredibly diverse attributes which impact price. Some of 

these attributes could impact quality which would change prices in the market.

The only study which attempts to capture factors of the CSA model which are important 

to consumers is Connolly and Klaiber’s (2014) study which looks at the price differential 

between certified organic and non-organic produce coming from CSAs. Given that the produce is 

local, this study captures preferences for strictly organic food. The dataset is limited to 188 farms 

in Ohio and Pennsylvania with information gathered through online sources. They use a hedonic
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approach to show consumer preferences for the following attributes: weeks of production, pickup 

days, pickup locations, volunteer requirements, growing mechanisms (organic, certified organic, 

organic exempt), geographical location, and distance to metro. Using nearest neighbor covariate 

matching, they find that consumers do choose farms based on specific attributes (Connolly and 

Klaiber, 2014). More specifically, they find that organic local produce commands 10% higher 

pricing than non-organic in this market.

While the scope of Connolly and Klaiber’s research focused solely on the distinction 

between organic vs non-organic produce, it highlights the potential for research to identify 

characteristics of CSA shares that are most preferable to customers. It also sets the stage for 

important attributes which should be considered in future hedonic models of CSA shares. These 

studies prove that consumers have an interest and will pay a premium for local produce. The 

market for CSA shares has been of interest for nearly 20 years and yet, few studies exist which 

show consumer preferences for local shares. There is an opportunity to research preferences for 

CSA shares to be elicited and patterns established which identify how CSA prices are 

determined.

3.3 Empirical Framework

The hedonic approach assumes that price differentials for a good sold in a single market 

are driven by attributes. First-stage hedonic analysis observes and record attributes of goods and 

final market prices (Taylor, 2003). A first-stage analysis can determine implicit prices of goods 

to estimate a demand equation based on attributes defined in the model (Taylor, 2003). CSA 

shares display different attributes and preferences across farms. Furthermore, the hedonic 

approach provides a useful way to analyze consumer preferences for different attributes of a food 

using actual market data. The approach has been used in a number of studies, including: Delmas 

and Grant, 2014; Sogn-Grundvag et al., 2013; and Hossain et al., 2014. Hedonic price models, if 

accurately specified, can aid consumers in purchasing decisions or producers to target marketing 

and business models as found in Oczkowski’s (1994) study on Australian table wine.

Under these guidelines, CSA shares ( Z  ) are defined by characteristics ( Za ) which are 

present in a share:

Z  =  (Z i1, Z i 2, Z i3, Z i 4 . .Z n) (1)
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Under basic utility theory, consumers derive utility from the consuming the CSA share and the

Due to the budget constraints, the consumer cannot purchase all goods which generate utility. As 

a result, consumers maximize their budget constraint with respect to market prices ( P  ):

The solution, and therefore the optimal quantity, can be solved by maximizing the particular 

characteristics of the good subject to the price and budget constraints (Taylor, 2003). This 

solution will provide the maximum utility to the consumer.

Data for this study were gathered from farms operating CSA shares in the Tanana Valley 

of Alaska. Farmers were contacted about the study and asked to participate in an in-person 

interview. Data about the farm were enumerated using electronic worksheets and tax records. In 

2014, 12 farms offered CSA shares in the community. Of the 12 farms in the community, 10

entire market for CSAs in the Tanana Valley of Alaska since the first CSA farm offered shares in 

1997. Due to data gathering techniques and participation of farms, this is the most complete 

market analysis of CSA farms in the Tanana Valley region.

Basic descriptive statistics are found in Table 3.1. Farms offering CSA shares are small, 

confined by the short growing season in Alaska, yet continue to offer a wide variety of produce 

in each share. The number of shares offered by the farm is consistent with previous studies (Lass 

et al., 2003). However, the real share price for this community is lower than other studies which 

cite share prices of $563.28/season (Lass et al., 2003). This study also considers the number of 

varieties present in each share. With a shorter growing season in Alaska, it is important to 

capture the selection of produce offered in each share and determine if the offering changed over 

time.

specific attributes within the CSA share determine the amount of utility for a particular share. In 

addition, consumers purchase other goods ( X  ):

U = U (Z i,  Z 2, Z 3, Z 4...Z n, X ) (2)

(3)

3.4 Data

participated in the research which represents 83% of the market. This data represents nearly the
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Table 3.1: Market for CSA share in the Tanana Valley of Alaska (greater Fairbanks Area).

Characteristic Average
Number of shares 32
Price of shares $443.06*

Number of weeks 15
Size of farm in acres 1.8

Number of varieties 44
in share
Years in operation 7.5
*Real share price converted to 2015 dollars.

Through the interview data on: share price, pickup time and location, length of season, 

varieties in share, distribution of recipes, farming methods, and availability of additional 

products for purchase were collected. In addition, information on production methods and farm 

characteristics were also gathered although not included in the final model.4

Basic descriptive statistics and variable definitions are listed in Table 3.2. The variety of 

produce in the share is captured by total number of varieties (VAR) as well the composition of 

the share as a percent corresponding to: high temperature vegetables such as peppers (HTV), 

squash (SQSH), herbs (HERB), root vegetables (ROOT), and green vegetables (GRN). This 

breakdown should detect if  some types of vegetable are more preferred by consumers. These 

variables are used to control for changes in price due to produce type. For all farms, GRN 

(47.46%) and ROOT  vegetables (24.85%) make up the bulk of the share. Given the northern 

climate, these are the most easily grown vegetables. While the average share is 10% HTV, the 

actual percentage varies significantly across shares with some shares not receiving any HTV . 

Some people might choose CSA share farms based on the composition of the vegetables. The 

short growing season of the region results in the average share only receiving 15 weeks of 

produce (WKS).

Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics of variables on the market for CSA share in the Tanana Valley of 
Alaska (greater Fairbanks Area) from 1997-2014.

4 Farming practices and agricultural techniques researched but not presented include: whether the farm practiced 

rotational cropping; if the farm is terraced; if the farm offers a farmer training or intern program; and if the farm has 

a greenhouse.
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Variable Description Obs Mean
Std. Dev.

RPRC real price of CSA share in 2015 dollars 91 443.059
(130.115)

FULL dummy variable coded as 1 if full share, 0 
otherwise

91 0.824
(0.383)

PKUP number of share pick-up offerings each week 91 2.088
(1.263)

WKS number of weeks customers receive produce 91 14.517
(2.152)

VAR number of varieties in share 91 43.440
(11.918)

HTV percent of share that is high-temperature crops 
(tomatoes, peppers, etc)

91 9.995
(11.130)

GRN percent of share that is greens (kale, broccoli, 
salad mix)

91 47.165
(12.761)

ROOT percent of share that is root crop (potatoes, 
carrots, turnips)

91 24.874
(12.917)

HERB percent of share that is herbs 91 10.181
(5.558)

SQSH percent of share that is squash 91 8.533
(4.111)

ADD 1 if additional subscription services available 91 0.451
(0.500)

ORG 1 if certified organic 91 0.165
(0.373)

3.5 Model Specification and Estimation

Attributes included in the hedonic model to describe the preferences for CSA shares were 

based on a review of the current literature and information from the in-person farmer interviews. 

Important factors and attributes outlined by previous studies of CSA members include: pickup 

time and location (Stagl and O’Hara, 2002; Perez et al., 2003; Lang, 2005; Connolly and Klaiber, 

2014; Farnsworth et al., 1996; Conner, 2003), convenience of pickup (Stagl and O’Hara, 2002; 

Lang, 2005; Connolly and Klaiber, 2014; Conner, 2003), variety of produce (Perez et al., 2003; 

Farnsworth et al., 1996; Conner, 2003), length of season (Connolly and Klaiber, 2014; 

Farnsworth et al., 1996; Conner, 2003), growing method (Connolly and Klaiber, 2014; 

Farnsworth et al., 1996), quantity of produce (Stagl and O’Hara, 2002; Perez et al., 2003;
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Farnsworth et al., 1996; Conner, 2003), and the ability to purchase additional products or 

subscriptions (Connolly and Klaiber, 2014; Farnsworth et al., 1996).

The dependent variable was chosen based on availability of data in the community. In the 

Tanana Valley, farmers historically did not keep detailed records of harvest quantities or types. 

Today, many still do not. While other specifications, such as pounds of produce in a share, might 

be more preferable, in order to use this community, total share price was used.

Based on the variables gathered, the study used the following hedonic model based on previous 

literature:

Price = fi 0 + fi i (PKUP) + fi i (SQSH  ) + fi s(HERB) + fi 4(ROOT  ) + fi s (G RN ) + 

fi 6(H TV  ) + fi 7( VAR) + fi s(WKS) + fi 9( ADD ) + fi w (FULL) + 

fi n (ORG) + p

(4)

Transformations were made to the variables to consider semilogarithmic and logarithmic 

equations as used by previous hedonic studies (Oczkowski, 1994; Munoz et al., 2015).

Noting that there are multiple time-series observations for each farm, three additional 

modeling approaches were pursued to address the potential for unobserved farm heterogeneity as 

well as a potential lack of independence between error terms within a farm. Along with 

traditional OLS, clustered OLS, random effects (RE), fixed effects (FE), and mixed-effects (ME) 

were estimated. The treatment of the error components distinguishes each technique. Random 

effects estimation decomposes the error term into two components.

Based on Wooldridge (2009) the following equations are used:

Clustered OLS

Yi = fi o +fi iX i + jdi (Model 1)

Fixed effects5

Yit = fi o + fi iX it + a i + p  it (Model 2)

Random effects6

5 Where a captures the attributes that are specific to the farm that do not change over time. This would be organic
6 Where a captures the attributes that are specific to the farm and e captures error within the farm.
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Yit = fi o + fi lXit + at + !  it + e it (Model 3)

Models used included: clustered OLS, fixed, random, and mixed effects models. A 

standard Box-Cox test was used to identify the appropriate functional farm. All level variables 

are estimated as natural logs.7 A modified Wald test for group wise heteroskedasticity revealed 

heteroskedasticity in the fixed effects model; to correct, robust standard errors are used. In 

addition, a White and Breusch-Pagan tests for heteroskedasticity reveal highly heteroskedastic 

errors in the OLS models. Results from an f-test reveal that the variables capturing the types of 

vegetables available are jointly statistically significant at the 1% level for all models.

A Hausman test results (X2 test statistic=27.68, P=.002) show that fixed effects provides 

the best fit for the data. However, a fixed effect model may not be the most appropriate because 

variation between the farms might be more important than within the farm itself. There is little 

variation within a farm on the composition of the share (HTV, GRN, ROOT, HERB, SQSH) or the 

dummy variables (ORG, ADD). The fixed effects regression showed that 93% of the variance is 

due to difference across farms. Lower R2 values compared to other models (R2=.88 within, .59 

between, and .68 overall) further suggests the fixed effects regression does not accurately model 

the data. Given that many variables do not vary within a farm, a fixed effects model is not 

conducive to the data therefore a mixed effects model was used.

3.6 Results and Discussion

Model estimates based are in Table 3.3.In examining the fixed effects regression panel 

constant variables such as ORG have been dropped from the model due to little variation within 

each farm. The relative magnitude of coefficients is similar across all models. When compared to 

the clustered OLS (Model 1), the random (Model 3), and mixed (Model 4) estimations, the fixed 

effects (Model 2) models key differences in the levels of statistical significance. Notably the 

share composition variables (GRN, SQSH, ROOT, H TV  and HERB) drop in statistical 

significance. The variables (GRN, SQSH, HERB) are significant at the 5% level while the 

variables ROOT  and H TV  are significant at the 10% levels in the random (Model 3) and mixed 

(Model 4) effect models. Coefficients and statistical significance for variables which had 

variation at the farm level (FULL, ADD, WKS) are consistent with other models. These variables

7 Coefficient estimates and model specifications guided by Halvorsen and Palmquist (1980).
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showed variation at the farm level because they changed as the farm grew or based on the 

growing season.

Table 3.3: Results of hedonic model for CSA share price based on farms in the Tanana Valley 
(greater Fairbanks area) from 1997-2014.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

OLS (cluster) Fixed
Effects
(robust)

Random
Effects
(robust)

Mixed
Effects
(robust)

FULL 0.500 0.508 0.500 0.500
(8.19)** (7.64)** (16.93)** (19.19)**

ADD 0.094 0.096 0.094 0.094
(2.70)* (4.17)** (2.94)** (3.96)**

WKS 0.934 1.153 0.934 0.934
(5.64)** (5.56)** (8.02)** (7.95)**

VAR -0.265 -0.216 -0.265 -0.265
(3.81)** -2.02 (4.25)** (4.04)**

HTV 0.05 -0.006 0.05 0.05
-2.23 -0.2 (2.50)* (2.49)*

GRN 0.693 0.669 0.693 0.693
(13.89)** -1.24 (10.09)** (17.47)**

ROOT -0.101 0.084 -0.101 -0.101
-2.18 -1.25 -1.61 (2.30)*

HERB 0.272 0.25 0.272 0.272
(6.04)** -1.24 (8.49)** (6.68)**

SQSH 0.2 0.026 0.2 0.2
(6.06)** -0.43 (9.13)** (9.46)**

PKUP -0.055 0.009 -0.055 -0.055
-1.66 -0.45 (2.28)* (2.35)*

ORG -0.185 -0.185 -0.185
(2.51)* (3.70)** (3.41)**

constant 0.758 -0.092 0.758 0.758
-1.52 -0.04 -1.52 (.380)*

R2 0.94 0.68 .94
Wald Chi2 1349.85 2765.87
Obs 91 91 91 91
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01
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Coefficients and statistical significance were the same in the clustered OLS model and 

mixed effects model. Consistency across models indicates the equation is well specified. 

Goodness of fit tests show a high R2 value (R2=.94 in clustered OLS) and low P value (P=0.000 

for both models).

The coefficients on the variables FULL, ADD, WKS, GRNS, HERB, and SQSH  were 

positive and statistically significant at the 5% level or greater across all models. A positive 

relationship between FULL and price indicates that full shares cost more in the market than half 

shares. Given that full shares include twice the produce as half shares, a positive relationship is 

expected. Farmers are able to get a higher price for CSA shares from farms where consumers 

have the ability to purchase additional products (ADD ). Perhaps additional products create 

additional demand within the community, allowing farmers to charge a higher price. 

Alternatively, consumers might see that a farm with additional products for purchase and infer 

that they have a greater knowledge of farming, and thus, higher quality produce. A positive 

relationship between GRNS, HERB, and SQSH  and price shows that for crops requiring 

additional labor, inputs, or farming knowledge, farmers are charging a higher price. Similarly, 

with an increase in WKS, consumers are receiving more produce which is reflected in a higher 

price for the share.

VAR, PKUP, and RO O T  have a negative coefficient. Root vegetables cost less to produce. 

Shares with less expensive vegetables should have a lower cost. Based on conversations 

with farmers, many new farms grow many varieties and market their CSA prices lower than 

established farms. New to the market, they are unsure if they will be as successful as established 

farmers and want to try many different crops. Over time, farmers learn what crops grow best on 

their land, and what their customers prefer and, thus, decrease number of crops.

Unlike other studies which show a premium paid for organic certification (Connolly and 

Klaiber, 2014; Lin et al., 2008), certified organic CSA shares in the Tanana Valley are priced 

lower than non-certified shares. This might be due to the small market size and relatively few 

certified organic farms. All local farmers pride themselves with farming sustainably and work to 

minimize or eliminate the use of pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic chemicals. Some even 

subscribe to biodynamic farming. Farmers mentioned constraints with the certified organic 

process, such as the exorbitant cost and paperwork that dissuade them from pursuing the formal
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certification process. While they do not carry the certification, many are effectively producing 

organically. For this market, certified organic agriculture does not command a higher premium 

because consumers do not value the certification. Note, this does not mean that they don’t value 

organic practices, but rather, that the organic certification does not command a higher price 

because it does not indicate different growing practices.

Results from the clustered OLS and mixed-effects regressions were used to compute 

implicit prices for CSA shares (see Table 3.4). Implicit prices were calculated based on the 

equation (Taylor, 2003):

Srf i1 -Pz  /  <»
Under this specification, average values for P  and Z 1 were used. As shown, ORG, FULL, and 

ADD  have a large impact on implicit prices.

Table 3.4: Implicit prices for CSA shares based on farms in the Tanana Valley (greater Fairbanks 
area) from 1997-2014.

Variable Implicit Price
FULL $287.42
ADD $43.67
WKS $81.29
VAR $-2.70
HTV $2.21
GRN $6.51
ROOT $-1.80
HERB $11.84
SQSH $10.39
PKUP $-23.71
ORG $-74.83

The implicit price differences for full share and number of weeks are positive and a large 

percentage of share price (65% and 18% respectively). As shown, full shares command a price 

increase of $287.42. Full shares usually receive twice as much produce as half shares which 

accounts for some of the difference in price. However, consumers are receiving half the quantity 

of price for more than half the cost. This suggests that full shares are a better value for the 

consumer than half shares. For each increase in the number of weeks, the implicit price
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increases by $81.29. This figure is perhaps higher than the market value of an additional week of 

produce. It shows that consumers are interested in purchasing as much local produce as possible 

and prefer farms with longer seasons. This might justify farmers using row covers or increasing 

their greenhouse space in order to increase their season.

According to this model, farmers lose money by gaining organic certification. In this 

market, certified organic CSA shares are sold at $75 less than non-certified. This is substantial if 

considering the extra cost to produce organically and maintain certification. As stated earlier, this 

suggests that farmers should consider if  certified-organic shares are priced accordingly and if 

given extra labor and transaction costs, it is worth obtaining certification.

The data suggest CSA share prices are lower with an increased number of pick-up days 

and number of varieties in the share. WKS is not correlated with age of the farm or quantity of 

shares. This suggests that perhaps factors such as farmer’s willingness to offer a service might be 

responsible. As farmers increase the number of varieties in the share, implicit share price drops. 

While the actual implicit price is small ($2.70), it does show that there might be a cost for 

increasing the number of varieties. Some farmers note that they are not as adventurous or risky 

with their crop selection in order to cater to the customer. This implicit price decrease might 

highlight that increased variety is going to include more vegetables or obscure herbs that people 

do not enjoy or know how to prepare. It might be in the farmer’s best interest to only produce 

varieties that most people enjoy eating.

3.7 Conclusion

Using a hedonic model, this study was able to assess the characteristics of a CSA share 

and their impact on price using actual market data from 1997-2014. Results from these models 

indicate that consumers are sensitive to the composition of the CSA share (HTV, ROOT, SQSH, 

HERB, GRN), FULL, ADD, WKS, ORG, VAR, and PKUP. Results indicated an inverse 

relationship between price and ORG, PKUP, VAR, and ROOT  in the CSA share suggesting that 

farmers should evaluate their business model with respect to these variables. The variables 

FULL, ADD, WKS, HTV, SQSH, HERB, and GRN  were associated with a higher price in the 

market. This identifies characteristics from which farmers are gaining higher prices for their 

CSA share. These analyses will help inform CSA farmers as they modify their business plan and
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adjust pricing structure. Moving forward, new and existing farmers in the market for CSA shares 

can use this information to market shares and perhaps generate higher revenues.

While this research is useful in determining the characteristics of the market for CSA 

shares in the Tanana Valley, expanding the dataset to include CSA farms throughout Alaska or 

other rural communities might increase the validity of these results. As an immediate next step 

for this research, gathering data to compute a demand equation for CSA shares in the community 

would provide additional relevant information for farmers. Both of these additional analyses 

would be useful to CSA farmers in the area and would add to the insufficient analyses on CSA 

markets in the United States.
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Chapter 4: Eat your vegetables: evaluating established and potential demand for CSA shares in 
an Alaskan community

Abstract:

The number of CSA farms in the United States has grown considerably in the last 30 years. 

However, research on the willingness to pay for CSA shares and demand for local agriculture has 

not been assessed in many communities. This study conducts a choice experiment and intercepts 

surveys in the Tanana Valley of Alaska in order to determine willingness to pay for CSA shares 

and potential differences between members and non-members of CSA farms. This study 

determined that share attributes impact willingness to pay. However, there is no statistically 

significant difference in preferred CSA share price between members and non-members of CSA 

farms.

4.1 Introduction

A growing number of farms in the United States have adopted the community supported 

agriculture (CSA) model as a way to sell their produce locally and, arguably, increase per acre 

revenues. Similar to national trends, the market for CSA shares are growing in Alaska. The 

number of farms offering CSA shares in Alaska has grown 110% from 20 in 2004 to 42 in 2012 

(Table 44: Selected Practices, 2007 and Table 43: Selected Practices, 2012). This suggests that 

an increasing number of consumers in Alaska are interested in the CSA model and are 

developing preferences for locally grown produce. However, little research exists on the 

preferences for CSA shares and willingness-to-pay for local produce in Alaska or other rural 

settings.

With the number of CSAs increasing and bolstered interest in the CSA model, there is a 

need to identify consumers in the market and the attributes of the CSA model that are most 

profitable and preferable. This identification will help farmers increase revenues and, for 

consumers, increase the number of CSA shares on the market. In Alaska, the motivations are 

even greater. With high food insecurity and fragile supply chains (Meter and Goldenberg, 2014), 

the need for local produce is even more apparent. If farmers have knowledge about their 

consumers and the preferences of the community, it could increase the amount of produce grown 

and sold locally, which would have a positive impact on the local economy.
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This study used an adaptive choice experiment to elicit the preferred attributes and 

willingness-to-pay for CSA share attributes in the Tanana Valley of Alaska. Socio-demographic 

information and general questions about agriculture in the community were gathered. Choice sets 

were designed based on a review of the literature and extensive interactions with existing CSA 

farmers in the Tanana Valley of Alaska to ensure realistic and accurate choice sets. To gather 

participants, researchers fielded intercept surveys at 4 large grocery stores in the area. A tobit 

model was used to analyze a hedonic price function and to compute willingness to pay for farm 

attributes and relationships with socio-demographic information.

4.2 Previous CSA Literature

The CSA model was introduced to the United States in 1986 (Kolodinsky and Pelch, 

1997). In exchange for an upfront cost, consumers receive a variety of local produce for the 

duration of a growing season. Farmers adopt the model because it provides a large sum of funds 

at the beginning of the summer and all (or a good portion) of their production is sold before it is 

even planted. While popular, the model is not consistent with conventional agriculture and 

therefore, highlights changes to consumer preferences. As a result, the model warrants additional 

study on the factors influencing demand and attributes of price.

Studies on the demand for CSA shares have primarily focused on identifying trends in 

socio-demographics and identifying motivations for membership. Based on previous studies, 

members are generally married, female, educated, white, and affluent as found in studies by 

Lang (2005), Polimeni et al. (2011), Perez et al. (2003), Landis et al. (2010), Pole and Gray 

(2013)). Although not specifically quantified, Bougherara et al. (2009) also determined that 

members surveyed were younger, wealthier, and active in social groups. This idea is again 

supported by Goland (2002) who found the typical member to be “female, 50-years old, and 

lives in a suburban setting .. .financially comfortable, well-educated”.

It is likely that the similarities are not a result of survey data but perhaps could be 

explained simply by the nature of the product and the location of farms. Most farms and areas 

studied are located in the northeastern United States and in higher income per-capita regions of 

the country as noted by the studies above such as Lang (2005), Polimeni et al. (2011), Perez et 

al. (2003), Landis et al. (2010), Pole and Gray (2013)). However, this likely does not explain 

completely the occurrence of higher incomes in the samples. This is likely due to the upfront cost
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of the membership being too high for people who might have less income. People with lower 

income might also have less time because of work or other obligations to pick up the box and 

engage in the CSA. While many CSAs do not require work or time on the farm, people outside 

of the community might not realize that CSAs do not require a time commitment.

Determining the factors that motivate people to participate in the CSA will be helpful for 

marketing decisions and determining what could make CSAs more successful in the future. From 

the literature a compilation of highest ranking motivations for joining a CSA as identified by 

current members are listed in Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1: CSA member motivations

Sample

size

Obtain local

/quality

produce

Organic Support

farmers

Environmental Improve

eating/food

safety

Lang (2005) 240 8 6 % 83% 75% 73% 34%

Cooley and 

Lass (1998)

275 93% 97% 72% 59%

Polimeni et 

al. (2 0 1 1 )

257 99% 93% 91% 89% 82%

Perez et al. 

(2003)

247 40% 62% 16%

Landis et al. 

(2 0 1 0 )

204 76% 95% 76%

Pole and 

Gray (2013)

565 80% 70%
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Based on the results above, most CSA members are motivated by the quality and 

attributes of the food. Local production and certified organic status were also identified as 

particularly important attributes. Finally, it was determined that members also value supporting 

the farmers.

In addition to the specific qualities of the produce, members also mention some 

environmental reasons for supporting CSAs. This supports the hypothesis mentioned above. It 

would make sense that people who express environmental concern with the current market 

would seek out an alternative, such as CSA. In addition to the literature above, Bougherara et al. 

(2009) found that environmental factors were also a statistically significant motivator among the 

members they surveyed.

Perez et al. (2003)’s respondents said that only 40% of the time they were interested in 

the food being fresh and local—this is drastically below the other percentages for this column. 

Similarly, the respondents in the Perez et al. (2003) paper cited supporting the farmers only 16% 

of the time compared to other surveys which put this number in the 90% percentile in all but one 

other case. This suggests that while there are usually generalizations that can be made about CSA 

members and demand for CSAs, the rules sometimes do not apply. The particular area and 

marketing of the farm might play a significant role in the type of members it attracts and their 

motivations for joining.

These studies highlight the need for an in-depth study into the demand market for CSA 

shares in this region. Previous studies focus on other areas of the country which are vastly 

different from Alaska, or Fairbanks. This research will add to the knowledge base by focusing on 

a rural community and researching all consumers in the area, not just current CSA members.

This will present a more accurate overview of the potential market for CSAs.

4.3 Empirical Framework

This research uses a choice experiment to elicit willingness-to-pay. Choice experiments 

have been used to determine preferred attributes of beef (Loureiro and Umberger, 2007), salmon 

(Alfnes et al., 2006), and chicken (Van Loo et al., 2011) and the corresponding price premium 

consumers are willing-to-pay for those attributes. Choice experiments are useful because they 

force respondents to choose between hypothetical (although theoretically real) choice bundles. A
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new method of designing choice experiments allows the choice sets to change based on the 

user’s responses. These designs have lower standard errors, improved prediction power, are less 

impacted by response errors and less impacted by endogeneity (Cunningham et al., 2010; 

Abernethy et al., 2008).

Random utility theory forms the basis of choice experiments. Under random utility 

theory, consumers gain utility from their selections within a marketplace setting. Their derived 

utility is defined asU :

Under this model, user utility is composed of both defined and undefined attributes of choice i ; 

v  is the utility that can be defined through attributes of the choice i ; e  is the random or 

undefined utility the consumer gains from choice i .

Under this model, utility is indirectly observed and quantified through defined choice 

sets. Choice sets are stochastic and allow researchers to observe utility (Louviere and Street, 

2000). Users will choose choice i based on the following:

P (O A ) = n  [ (v i + ei)  > ... > (v j + ej)  > ... > (v j  + ej)], for all j  in A (2)

Under this model, P(CA) is the probability that i is chosen out of all sets A . These choices are 

based on the defined v  and undefined e attributes of i from which the consumer derives utility.

v can be modeled based on explanatory variables:

Parameters of a k-element vector are defined as f  and X  is a matrix of variables to describe the 

available options and attributes consumers can choose. We assume that accurately specifying V 

will ensure that choice sets model the real world, and accurate willingness-to-pay estimates can 

be garnered from the research.

U  =  v  i +  e , ( 1 )

V i  —  k f  k X k i (3)
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4.4 Data Source

Data for this research was gathered through intercept surveys at local grocery stores and 

through an emailed survey. The survey was delivered through an online, secure survey platform 

that could be completed on personal computers or in-person on touchscreen tablets. The survey 

asked questions about: current and past CSA membership, produce purchasing habits, opinions 

on local agriculture, socio-demographic information, and preferences for CSA shares (through a 

choice experiment).

The survey was designed to target two groups of people in the community: members of 

CSA farms and non-members. A representative sample of non-members was elicited through 

surveying at the 4 major grocery stores in the greater Fairbanks area. Unlike other communities, 

these 4 grocery stores are virtually the only place to purchase grocery items and food (outside of 

restaurants) in the area. Researchers surveyed 2 days at each grocery store (1 weekday and 1 

weekend). Survey times were distributed across a morning (8am-10am), afternoon (2pm-4pm), 

and evening (6 pm-8 pm) time slot to ensure an unbiased sample of shoppers. The survey was 

delivered via touchscreen tablets. This allowed researchers to interact with survey respondents 

and answer questions if they arose. In total, 221 surveys were completed in person. Respondents 

also had the option to complete the survey on their personal computers at their leisure. Of the 

124 emails sent out to potential participants, 59 people responded via the emailed survey 

[response rate— 48%].

In order to capture CSA members in the sample, researchers worked closely with farmers 

to distribute the survey. In some cases, farmers released email addresses of past and current CSA 

members. In other cases, farmers were reluctant to release potentially sensitive information about 

their customers. Given that the market for local agriculture is predicated on close relationships 

with farmers and consumers, it is understandable that farmers may be hesitant to release their 

customer list. In this case, researchers worked with farmers to draft introductory emails and the 

farmer sent out a link to the survey. Personal identification numbers were used to ensure that 

participants did not take the survey more than once. To date, 67 members (17% of all CSA 

members) took the survey for a total sample size of 347.

As indicated above, the survey asked respondents various questions about their 

knowledge and participation history in CSA farms. While CSA membership was the focus of the
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research, in order to assess the market for local produce and potential market for CSA farms, 

questions addressing produce purchasing habits and thoughts on local agriculture were also 

included. These questions ascertained information on: spending on produce per week, frequent 

locations of produce purchases, and knowledge of local farms and potential for growth of local 

agriculture. Combined with socio-demographic information, these statistics provided an accurate 

overview of the market for CSA shares in the community as well as identified trends in produce 

purchasing and opinions on local produce by residents of the Tanana Valley.

Descriptive statistics for socio-demographic data gathered from survey are listed in Table 

4.2. The average income for this dataset was $84,703 (in 2014 dollars), which is only .2% higher 

than the mean estimated household income for the Fairbanks North Star Borough (Selected 

Economic Characteristics, 2013).8 The mean 2014 household income reported for members was 

$99,775. The mean 2014 household income reported for non-members was $80,281. A two 

tailed t-test of means shows that reported member income is statistically significantly higher than 

non-member income (T—-2.95 P—.003).

The average age in the sample was 44.73 whereas the median age of a resident of the 

borough was 31 (Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics, 2010), indicating 

that participants in this sample were slightly older than the median resident. However, given that 

survey participants had to be 18 years of age or older, this survey excluded approximately 28.7% 

of the population of the Fairbanks North Star Borough (Profile of General Population and 

Housing Characteristics, 2010).

The average number of years of education recorded by a respondent was 15.46, just shy 

of a college degree. In the population of Fairbanks North Star Borough, only 29% of the 

population has a bachelor’s degree or higher ((State and County Quickfacts: Fairbanks (city), 

Alaska, 2013). Given that roughly 50% of this sample had a bachelor’s degree or higher, the 

average respondent had more education than the general population of the Fairbanks North Star 

Borough.

Given that 52.8% of the general population is male (Profile of General Population and 

Housing Characteristics, 2010) and only 34% of this survey’s respondents were male; this survey

8 Mean household income in 2013 dollars $83,145.
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recorded a disproportionate number of women. However, given that the majority of the 

responses were recorded in grocery stores, it is likely that women were the ones shopping, and 

therefore, responding to the survey.

The average household had 2 adults and .81 children, for a 2.83 people per household 

which is only 9.7% higher than the 2.58 recorded in the Borough (State and County Quickfacts: 

Fairbanks (city), Alaska, 2013).

Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics for socio-demographic data.

Variable Description Obs Mean
INC Gross household income in 2014 

(in $ 1 ,0 0 0 )
313 84.703

(49.512)
AGE Age of participant 327 44.734

(13.266)
ADLT Number of adults in household 325 2.019

(0.909)
CHLD Number of children in household 327 0.807

(1.237)
EDUC Number of years of education of 

participant
321 15.467

(2.075)
MALE Dummy variable for gender 

(male—1 )
324 0.343

(0.475)
CURMEM Dummy variable for current CSA 

member (member—1 )
336 0.232

(0.423)

A large part of the survey was a choice-experiment designed to determine consumer 

preference and willingness-to-pay for local produce. Attributes were chosen based on current 

literature and extensive conversations with CSA farmers: selection (who decides what is 

included in the share), composition (what types of produce is included in the share), length (how 

many weeks members receive produce), pick up time (days members pick up produce), pickup 

location (delivery or specified commute time to pick up location). In evaluating the market for 

CSA shares in the Tanana Valley, these were also the characteristics which varied most from 

farm to farm. Levels for the attributes were chosen to reflect the current market. An example of 

the choice set can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Choice experiment sets used to elicit willingness-to-pay for CSA shares.
Here are a few CSA shares you might like. For each one, Indicate whether or not you would consider purchasing the share for th e  sea s o n .
(4 of 6)

Pnce 483$ 546$ 4795 411$

Selection Farm er defined Farm er and m em ber defined Farmer defined Farmer and m em ber defined

Com position Field vegetables and greenhouse Fiekj vegetables and g reenhouse Field vegetables Field Vegetab les and add-on

Length 16 weeks 14 weeks 16 weeks 16 weeks

Pickup Ome 1 W eekday 1 W eekday 1 W eekday 1 W eekend 1 W eekday

Pickup Local Less than  10 m inu te com m ute More than  10 m inu te com m ute Delivery Deli very

Q A p o o i M y A  p o su b fe y ^  A  possib ility A  p o s s * * ty

W o n 't w ork fo r me W o n t  work fo r me W on 't w ork fo r me W on 't work fo r me

Among these three, which Is the best option? (I've grayed out any features that are the sam e, so you can just focus on the differences.)
(1 of 4)

Price

Selection

Com position

465$

Farmer defined

Field vegetables and g reenhouse

587$

Farmer and member defined 

Field vegetables

352$

Farmer defined

Field Vegetab les and add-on

Length 14 weeks 14 weeks 14 weeks

Pickup time 1 W eekday l  W eekend l  W eekend 1 Weekend

Pickup Local Defcvery More than 10 m inute com m ute Deftvery

W W w



This study used an adaptive choice design. An adaptive choice design differs from a 

traditional choice experiment in that the future choice sets are dictated by respondent’s previous 

choice selections. The software detects patterns in choice selections and can remove or ensure 

that specific levels are included in each choice set. This allows for increased precision in the 

choice sets, and therefore, better evaluation of preferences for each individual by reducing 

variance of willingness to pay estimates (Kerr and Sharp, 2010). The survey design included 6  

screener tasks, which were used to identify acceptable (or unacceptable) attribute levels for the 

respondent and 4 choice sets (traditional choice designs). This design, tested simulating 150 

respondents, generated an average d-efficiency score of .90 using the screener tasks. Standard 

errors under this test were at or below .05 for all attribute levels. This suggested a highly 

efficient survey design.

Descriptive statistics and a description of the levels of the choice experiment are listed in 

Table 4.3. This table represents the winning choice set for each respondent. Attributes of the 

winning combination are coded as dichotomous variables ( 0  or 1 ), which represents, based on 

price, their most preferred CSA share. The average winning price for the respondent was 

$446.68, which is only .8 % higher than $443.06, which is the average price for a CSA share in 

the community. A distribution of the price of the winning CSA bundle identified by participants 

is described in Figure 4.2. When considering willingness-to-pay of members and non-members, 

on average members were willing-to-pay $453.13 and non-members were willing-to-pay 

$444.73. A two tailed t-test of means shows that reported member willingness-to-pay is not 

statistically significantly different than non-member willingness-to-pay (T—-0.88 P—.378).
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Price of Winning CSA Bundle
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of price for winning CSA bundle.

Respondents preferred to have a choice in what was in their share each week— as 

indicated by 70% of respondents indicating that the share composition be defined by both 

farmers and members. Respondents preferred shares with both field and greenhouse vegetables 

(55% of respondents). While 44% of respondents indicated that they would prefer 18 weeks of 

vegetables, respondents indicated similar preferences for 14 weeks (27%) and 16 weeks (29%). 

Responses on pickup time were relatively consistent across levels: one weekday (39%), one 

weekend (32%), and one weekday and one weekend day (28%). Most respondents were open to 

traveling up to 10 minutes to pick up their share (46%) but some (20%) were open to traveling 

more than 10 minutes. Only 33% of respondents indicated that they would prefer to have their 

share delivered.
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Table 4.3: Descriptive statistics of levels in choice experiment.

Variable Description Obs Mean/ Proportion
PRICE Winning price 336 446.676

(73.619)
FARMER 1 if farmer chooses produce 336 1 0 0

MEM 1 if member and farmer chose 
produce

336 236

FIELD 1 if field vegetables 336 47
GHOUSE 1 if field and greenhouse vegetables 336 185
ADD 1 if field vegetables and an add-on 

(ex. chicken eggs or honey)
336 104

14 1 if 14 weeks in a season 336 92
16 1 if 16 weeks in a season 336 97
18 1 if 18 weeks in a season 336 174
WKDY 1 if pickup day is 1 weekday 336 132
WKEND 1 if pickup day is 1 weekend day 336 109
WKDYWKEND 1 if pickup day is 1 weekday and 1 

weekend day
336 95

DELIV 1 if share is delivered 336 114
LESS10 1 if pickup location is a 1 0  minute 

commute or less
336 154

MORE10 1 if pickup location is more than a 
1 0  minute commute

336 6 8

4.5 Model Selection

When specifying the choice experiment, the price variable was truncated to range from 

$350-$650. This was for the simplification of the model, but also corresponds to real prices in 

the market for CSA shares. These numbers were chosen based on extensive research of the 

current market for CSA shares in the community and communication with farmers. A tobit 

model will be used for the analysis as it is useful for estimating dependent variables that only 

have observations over a specific range. The choice experiment required the dependent variable 

(PRICE) to have the range $350 to $650. This range was based on the current CSA share price in 

the market. Arguably, censoring the dependent variable excluded some observations. As a result 

a normal OLS model was used to analyze inconsistent parameter estimates (Cameron and 

Trivedi, 2010). In order to gain consistent parameter estimates, a tobit model was used.

The following regression was used in the analysis:
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Price = f i  0 + f i  1(M EM  ) + f i  i (GHOUSE) + f i  3( AD D ) + f i  4(16)

+fi 5(18)+ f i  6(WKEND) + f i  7( WKD YWKEND) + f i  s (LESS10)

+fi 9(MOR£10) + f i  10(CURM EM  ) + f i  n (MALE) + f i  n (EDUC) + f i  n (CHLD)

+f i  14(ADLT) + f i  15(AGE) + f i  16(INC) + ̂

The model was estimated using both logged and linear values for the dependent variable. 

Results from a Box-Cox test, suggests that a liner model is most appropriate (9 =-1 P=.5, 

coefficient =-1.25). The OLS model presented heteroskedasticity using a Breush-Pagan test 

(P=.15). Comparison of robust standard errors and normally distributed standard errors were 

compared in the final tobit model. Given the likelihood of heteroskedasticity in the model, the 

robust standard errors were calculated using a tobit multiplicative heteroskedasticity regression. 

Coefficients and statistical significance between the heteroskedasticity corrected model and the 

standard model were compared. With no differences between models, the liner tobit model 

regression results are presented.

4.6 Results and Discussion

4.6.1 Tobit Model

Results from the linear tobit model on willingness-to-pay for CSA shares are available in 

Table 4.4. Overall, the model provides a good fit to the data (Wald Chi2=90, P=0.000). The 

coefficients MEM, GHOUSE, 18, WKEND, WKDAYWKEND, LESS10, MORE10, CURMEM, 

and CHLD are statistically significant at the 10% level or greater. Joint statistical significance 

tests reveal that GHOUSE and ADD  were not jointly statistically significant (F=1.73 P=.18). 

Variables capturing length of the share (16 and 18), pickup location (LESS10 and MORE1G), and 

pickup time (WKEND and WKDAYWKEND) were all jointly statistically significant (F=4.95, 

P=.0077, F=5.14, P=.0064, and F=6.51, P=.0017, respectively).

The regression gathered information about consumer’s preferred CSA shares. Based on 

the results of the regression, consumer’s willingness-to-pay is statistically significantly higher 

when they have a choice in the produce they receive, as shown by a positive and statistically 

significant coefficient on the variable (MEM ). Consumers also prefer greenhouse vegetables to 

just field vegetables and will pay more for shares with greenhouse produce. There is no statistical 

difference in hypothetical willingness-to-pay between shares with just field vegetables and shares 

with field vegetables and an add-on. This research suggests that consumers would most
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prefer CSA shares where they had some choice in the produce in the basket each week .They 

also most prefer CSA shares with greenhouse and field vegetables.

The study was able to discern preferences for season length and pickup options. 

Specifically, consumers will pay more for CSA shares that last 16 or 18 weeks compared to 14 

weeks but individually there was not a difference between 16 or 18 weeks. When considering 

pick-up day, consumers indicated that they would pay more for a weekend pickup day or the 

option of two pick-up days (one weekend and one weekday) compared to one weekday pickup 

time. Consumers would pay less for delivery than if they had to commute to the pickup site 

(LESS10, MOREIO).

The variables INC, ADLT, EDUC, and MALE  were not statistically significant at the 5% 

level. This suggests that hypothetical willingness-to-pay for CSA shares does not change with 

differences in income, sex, or education. This greatly increases from previous literature the 

populations who might purchase CSA shares.

CHLD was statistically significant at the 1% level. This research suggests that as the 

number of children in the household increases, willingness-to-pay for CSA shares decrease. This 

could be because CSA shares consist of raw vegetables which need to be cooked. Households 

with children may not have the time to cook all the vegetables. An alternative hypothesis is that 

with increased number of children, disposable income might be lower or households might be 

unwilling or able to make multiple trips to purchase or pickup groceries. These could all explain 

why willingness to pay decreases as number of children increases.

AGE  was negative and statistically significant at the 10% level. M EM  status was positive 

and significant at the 5% level. Both of these variables indicate that awareness of the CSA 

model might impact willingness-to-pay. This suggests that older people were had a lower 

willingness-to-pay for CSA shares. Given that the model for CSA shares is relatively new, older 

customers may not be as aware or interested in the model. Current members are more likely to 

value CSA shares and thus, indicate a higher willingness-to-pay for shares.
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Table 4.4: Results of model on willingness-to-pay for CSA shares.

Price OLS Linear Tobit Log Tobit

MEM 28.136 28.136 0 . 1 0 1

(3.21)*** (3.26)*** (3.63)***
GHOUSE 22.965 22.965 0.093

(-184) (1.93)* (2.27)**
ADD 20.055 20.055 0 . 1 1 2

-1.52 (158) (2.49)**
16 6.827 6.827 0.027

-0.62 (0.64) 0.75
18 28.262 28.262 0.063

(2.82)*** (3.00)*** (1.90)*
WKEND 35.283 35.283 0.004

(3 .4 9 )*** (3.51)*** 0.13
WKDYWKEND 22.368 22.368 0.024

(2.17)** (2 .2 2 )** 0.65
LESS10 28.130 28.130 0.082

(3.02)*** (3.10)*** (2 .5 9 )***

MORE10 26.707 26.707 0.031
(2.27)** (2.46)** 0.82

CURMEM 20.998 20.998 0.033
(1.96)** (1.96)** 0.93

MALE .125 0.125 -0.007
-0 . 0 1 (0 .0 1 ) 0 . 2 1

EDUC -0.910 -0.910 0 . 1 1 2

-0.43 (0.46) 1 . 1 0

CHLD -11.505 -11.505 -0.015
(3.10)*** (3.18)*** (0.27)**

ADLT -1.299 -1.299 0.016
-0.27 (0.27) 0.38

AGE -0.565 -0.565 -0.067
(-1.77)* (1.77)* 2.41

INC 0.124 0.124 0 . 0 1 2

-1.39 (139) 0.61
constant 391.610 391.610 5.546

9  2 7 *** (9.38)*** 15.93
sigma cons -67.350 0.138

(25.25)*** 15.49

R2 0.18
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Table 4.4 (continued): Results of model on willingness-to-pay for CSA shares.

Prob 0.00 0.00 0.00

* p<0.10; ** p<0.05*** p<0.01

4.6.2 Additional Findings

This study found that, in general, non-members are unaware of the CSA model and what 

CSA farms can offer the community. When asked if they knew what it meant to belong to a CSA 

farm, only 41% of non-members answered yes (see Figure 4.4). When pressed further, non

members incorrectly identified the correct number of farms in the area offering shares. In 2014, 

12 farms offered CSA shares. Only 8 % of non-members responded that 11-15 farms in the area 

offer CSA shares. These questions suggest that consumers in Fairbanks are largely unaware of 

the CSA model and the availability of local produce. Consequently, farmers have an opportunity 

to increase outreach and marketing efforts to educate these consumers. With increased 

awareness, these consumers might then join the CSA or purchase other products from the farm.
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Based on your knowledge, how many farms in the Tanana 
Valley offer CSA shares?

Figure 4.3: Knowledge of CSA farms.

The knowledge of CSA farms is limited in the area, but there is still a large potential 

untapped market for farmers. Along with asking questions about knowledge of CSA farms, this 

study asked (after providing a description of CSA membership) about interest in joining a CSA 

farm. Responses from non-members indicate that overwhelmingly, they are undecided about 

joining a CSA farm (53%). This shows that the majority of non-members are open to the idea of 

joining a CSA or purchasing more local produce (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: Decision to join a CSA farm next year.

Affiliation Yes Undecided No Total
Member 62% 27% 1 2 % 52
Non
Member

2 2 % 53% 24% 262

Total
(count)

90 154 70 314

Respondents who answered that they would not join a CSA next year or were undecided 

about future membership were then asked their reasons for not joining a CSA or why they might 

sign up. Responses are listed in Figure 4.4. Most participants (43%) indicated that cost was a 

limiting factor to them joining a CSA. As shown previously, CSA shares require substantial 

upfront costs to the consumer. Other answers include: other (18%), too much produce (9%), no 

choice in produce (10%), or traveling/not in the area (11%). Almost all participants who selected 

“other” reason cited personal gardening or local food production as a reason for not joining a 

CSA. If respondents are already producing enough vegetables to meet their needs, they have no 

reason to purchase additional food.

The main limiting factors for membership (cost, too much produce, no choice in produce, 

traveling/not living in area) are smaller attributes of the CSA model and, in some cases, changes 

to these attributes are already being explored within this community. A growing number of farms 

are offering memberships at a lower price or offering half-shares. These options lower the up

front costs for consumers. Under these options, members receive less produce each week. Some 

farmers are also including choices within the CSA model. Consumers might get to choose all of 

their produce or have a few options to choose from each week. All of these changes to the CSA 

model could be implemented on more farms and increase the number of consumers.
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What is the primary reason you wouldn't join a CSA?
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Figure 4.4: Primary reason for not joining CSA farm.

To fully explore the potential markets for CSA members, the survey asked about produce 

expenditure by household during the summer (Figure 4.5). If cost is a limiting factor to entering 

the market, gaining more information about what consumers currently spend might be helpful in 

encouraging non-members to enter the market. This study determined that members surveyed 

spent $49.80 each week during the summer on produce where non-members indicated that they 

spent $57.00 on average. A two tailed t-test of means shows that reported member household 

spending on produce is not different than non-member produce purchases (t statistic=-1.48 

P=.14). This suggests that members and non-members spend the same amount of money each 

week on produce. As a result, if  farmers are able to market their share effectively and possibly 

add flexibility to the choices of produce and amount, more consumers (members and non

members) might adopt the CSA model.
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Household Produce Expenditure per Week
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Figure 4.5: Weekly summer produce expenditures by household.

4.7 Conclusion

This study explored the demand for CSA shares in the Tanana Valley. Results from a 

choice experiment showed that consumers are more willing-to-pay for CSA shares that: allow 

members some choice in the produce, have greenhouse vegetables, are 16 or 18 weeks compared 

to 14 weeks, have weekend or multiple pick-up days, and are not delivered. This study also 

determined that the market for CSA shares in the Tanana Valley has potential for growth. Of 

non-members, most people do not know what it means to belong to a CSA farm or how many 

farms offer CSA shares in the region. When considering why people wouldn’t join a CSA farm, 

the reasons listed can be altered or modified by the farm to encourage membership. Finally, 

members and non-members spend equally on produce during the summer. Therefore, while non

members do not know about CSA shares, at least in terms of spending, there is no reason why 

non-members could not become CSA members. This research indicates that the number of CSA 

shares sold in this community could increase. CSA farmers would have to market their share, 

and perhaps offer a more flexible share model, but the potential increases in revenue from 

signing up new members is large.
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Through gathering and analyzing data from the 11 farms in this study, this research was 

able to provide a thorough analysis of the market for CSAs in the Tanana Valley. This study 

provided baseline information about the market and demonstrated that the number of CSA farms 

has grown, and the number of people purchasing shares has increased. The number of CSA 

farms and CSA shares in the community has increased substantially since the first farm opened 

in 1997. From 2005-2014, the number of farms grew from five to 12 and the number of CSA 

shares offered grew ~99%.

In addition, using production data gathered from farms, a hedonic price model was able 

to show how characteristics of CSA shares correspond to different share prices in the market. 

Assigning implicit prices for characteristics might aid farmers in future share pricing or when 

evaluating business models. Specifically, this analysis showed that number of weeks, half vs full 

share designation, and organic certification had the highest implicit price differences between 

shares. Although a large driver of input costs, share composition did not correspond with large 

changes in implicit price.

Finally, an analysis of demand proved that consumers in the area are interested, yet 

largely unaware of the CSA model. Using a choice experiment, this research found that 

consumers have preferences related to the composition of the CSA share, the length of the 

service, pickup time and location, as well as price. Overwhelmingly, this research showed that 

most households spend more per week on produce in the summer than the cost per week of a 

CSA share. This argues that CSA farms could increase revenues by capturing these interested 

customers.

Moving forward, this research provided the first overview and in-depth analysis of CSA 

shares in the region. While the analysis was robust and provided insights into the market, the size 

of the market is small. As noted earlier, all CSA farms in this area are different. Providing 

overarching generalities about the market is not possible. At the same time, the potential and 

need for local agriculture is apparent. Providing farmer with additional accurate market analyses 

could greatly increase the number of customers and revenues for farmers. Working with farmers 

to gather additional data on production practices and costs could make farms more profitable. All

Chapter 5: Conclusion
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of these ideas would help ensure that agriculture in the region is a profitable and sustainable 

enterprise.
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Appendix A.2: Interview questions 

Questions about Members and the CSA

What factors determine what produce is distributed to members? (Please rank)

 Personal success growing it

 Success from regional farmers

 Cost to grow

 Logistics/ease of growth

 Preference of members

 Personal preference

Other

Have your offerings changed over time?

Are there requirements for CSA membership such as volunteer hours? 

How much contact do you have with each member throughout the season? 

 No contact

 Minimal contact (recognize name and face)

 Some contact (some conversation and recognition)

 Significant contact (strong interpersonal connection with members)

What has been your experience with CSA members? Please indicate 1-10 with 1 being very 
dissatisfied and 1 0  being very satisfied.

What have been some challenges with the CSA model?

What factors influence pickup time[s] and location[s]? (please rank)

 Proximity to farm

 Proximity to members

 Convenient time for farmer

 Convenient time for member

 Time of other selling opportunities
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Other

Do you have information on CSA members and their preferences or levels of satisfaction?

Do you break down the market value of each box?

How do you determine the price of a share?

Do you think the CSA is priced competitively to other local sellers?

Do you think the CSA is priced competitively to other sources of “local” or organic food such as 
Fred Meyer or Safeway?

Do you exchange vegetable shares for non-monetary benefits? Approximately how many shares are 
engaged in such an arrangement?

What types of products or services do you exchange for a CSA share?

Could you operate the farm based solely on CSA shares?

Can a CSA improve the quality of life in the Tanana Valley? Explain

Questions about the farm -The following questions may be sensitive. Remember, answering 
these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these questions will remain completely 
confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and accuracy of the research.

Why are you farming on this location?

Are there any unique challenges to farming at this location?

What is the farm's specialty? Do you grow, or not grow, any particular vegetables?

Has the farm utilized state or government programs for farmers? This could be in the form of 
loans or grants for financial or capital.

Production Related Questions The following questions may be sensitive. Remember, answering 
these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these questions will remain completely 
confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and accuracy of the research.

What factors determine which crops you grow? (Please rank)

 Cost of production

 Personal success growing it

 Success from regional farmers

 Time intensity

 Demand from community
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Personal preferences 

Other

Do the crops grown change year-to-year? (y/n)

Approximately which percent of your crops change each year?

 1%-25%

 26%-50%

 51%-75%

 76%-100%

Employee and Volunteer Questions The following questions may be sensitive. Remember, 
answering these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these questions will remain 
completely confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and accuracy of 
the research.

Please describe the level of expertise and knowledge employees have with agriculture and the 
farm.

Please describe the volunteer program at the farm such as: the number of volunteers; the number of 
hours worked by volunteers total; the level of expertise for a volunteer; description of yearly 
turnover; and tasks designated for volunteers.

Marketing/DistributionQuestions The following questions may be sensitive. Remember, 
answering these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these questions will remain 
completely confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and accuracy of 
the research.

How do you determine the price for each crop?

What determines price of each crop? (Please rank)

 Cost of production

 Past prices

 Price of other local farmers

 Price of large supplier (Fred Meyer, Safeway, etc)

 Local demand

What avenues do you pursue? (Check all that apply)

 Social media

Website
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 Mailing

 Farmers’ Market

 Co-op

 Cooperative Extension

 Other regional farming groups

 Word of mouth

 Newspaper ads

 Other

Have you pooled resources (durable or disposable) with other farmers? This could include 
tractors, rototillers, seed, or greenhouse space. If yes, how many times?

Have you pooled produce with other farmers to fulfill an order? If yes, how many times?

Have you pooled marketing with other farmers? If yes, how many times?

What are different expectations or requirements for selling in different locations?

Questions about Additional Services 

Do you distribute a cookbook or recipes?

Does the farm engage in other activities or community events?

Does the farm have any farmer-in-training programs or live-in volunteers?

Questions about Farmer-The following socio-demographic questions may be sensitive. 
Remember, answering these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these questions 
will remain completely confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and 
accuracy of the research.

Please provide the following demographic information: age, sex, educational background, and 
number of years living in Alaska.

How long have you been farming?

How did you become a farmer in Alaska?

How did you come to learn what you know?

Do you take any classes now? Do you engage in any educational or other yearly training to learn 
new farming techniques?
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Do you think that there is knowledge sharing or knowledge transfer among farms?

Additional Questions

What have been the top three challenges to your personal experience farming in the Tanana 
Valley?

 finding a place to farm

 learning how to farm

 learning how to farm in Alaska

 finding buyers

 generating start-up costs

 balancing costs and revenue

 staying competitive against other local farmers

 staying competitive against conventional suppliers

 maintaining quality products

 growing the business

 Other______________ _

 Other_______________

Other

What do you think is a misunderstood aspect of farming?

List three accomplishments of your farm that you are proud of?

What are your long-term plans and goals related to farming and agriculture?

Additional Comments

Please provide any additional information, questions, or comments you think will be useful for this 
study.
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CSA W orksheet

As mentioned previously, we are trying to  characterize the  supply of CSA shares in the  Tanana Valley. In economics, the 
m arket price is very important. We are trying to  determine the  attributes of your share which dictate the  price.

The interview was the  first step  to  gathering information about your farm  and the CSA share. This worksheet is intended to  
help us gather the  remaining information fo r the  research.

T h a n k  y o u  fo r  y o u r  p a rtic ip a tio n !

*1 Basic Info
Year Share Price # of 

Shares
Pickup
Time

Pickup Location # Weeks in 
Production

# of
varieties 
in share

# Acres in 
Production

A dd-on
options

Os
^ 1

A
ppendix 

A
.2: CSA 

W
orksheet



Year Terracing- R o ta tio n a l
Cropping

In tern
P rogram

C ookbook
/R e c ip e s

%  share 
high tem p

%  share 
greens

%  share 
root

%  share 
herbs

%  share 
squash/m elon



Filling out this cost and revenue sheet will help us determine the impact of CSA farmers to the 
Fairbanks North Star Borough. While there are many ways to show the impact of an action or 
organization, tracking the total flow of money is a good baseline that can be used in other 
applications.

In addition, the information from this sheet will help us make broad comparisons about farming 
in this area which can then be used for future farmers.

Appendix A.3: Budget Worksheet

As always, the information presented here will only be seen by members of the research team. 
Your answers will remain confidential.

Thank you fo r  your participation!

Directions: Please fill out your cost and revenue information below. A few points to consider:

Choose the most recent year where you have access to these figures.

Ideally these numbers will come from receipts. However, it is more important to get a rough 
estimate of the amount. Therefore, your best guess is better than no response.

If  a disposable good is used over multiple years (such as plastic or seeds), indicate the average 
yearly price for the good.

If the item is durable (such as tool, wood for construction), indicate the total cost.

It is important to note the location of the company, employee, etc. We are trying to track the 
movement of money in and out of the area.

Prioritize the most expensive cost or largest buyer. This sheet is not intended to be 
overwhelming. Some data is better than no data.

If you have more purchases, write in additional lines or ask for another work sheet.

Remember, costs should be on a yearly basis.
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Example--

Costs:

Yearly

Soil

Year Company Location Cost

2014 SoilRUS Fairbanks, AK $400
2014 HorizonO Anchorage, AK $100

Costs:

Yearly/Disposable- this section includes all yearly operation costs. Only include costs for items 
which are disposable or you buy almost every year. This does not include durable costs such as 
tools, equipment, watering system, etc. If you purchase an item in one year for a few seasons, 
note the average yearly cost here.

Soil

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Seed

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Water

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Plastic

Year Company Location Cost
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$

$

Packaging

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

Other yearly materials

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

Soil treatment

Fertilizer

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Pesticide

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Herbicide

Year Company Location Cost
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$

$

Fungicide

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Compost

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Other soil treatment

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

$

Equipment- includes any equipment such as tractors, rototillers, or other high-cost mechanical 
equipment for the farm.

Tractor

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Describe loan/lease information below:

Rototiller/Other small equipment
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Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Describe loan/lease information below:

Other hand tools

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

$

Other equipment

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Durable goods- this is non-disposable goods. Think about purchases of material or goods that 
will last more than a few growing seasons. This could be construction material, tools, or a 
watering system.

Construction material

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Watering system

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Other durable goods

Year Company Location Cost
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$

$

$

$

Labor- labor is a huge component of the total cost of the farm. While indicating paid workers is 
helpful, also try to estimate the number of hours you spend working on the farm in a given year.

You

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Total

$

Paid Labor 1

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Location Cost

$

Paid Labor 2

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Location Cost

$

Paid Labor 3

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Location Cost

$

Paid Labor 4

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Location Cost

$

Paid Labor 5

Year Total hours Hourly Wage Location Cost

$
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Property- these are the yearly costs to maintain the property and make it habitable for you. If 
some costs do not apply, just leave the line blank.

Rent/Mortgage

Year Company Location Cost

$

Electricity

Year Company Location Cost

$

Water

Year Company Location Cost

$

Taxes

Year Company Location Cost

$

Other

Year Company Location Cost

$

Other- these are all the other costs you might incur as a farmer. Be sure to think out of the box on 
some of these items.

Telephone

Year Company Location Cost

$

Office Supplies

Year Company Location Cost

$
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$

$

Other Marketing

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

$

TOTAL COSTS $____________

*Total here should add up to total expenditures for the farm.

Startup- costs necessary to start the farm but are not needed each year. This additional 
information will help

Land

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Land clearing

Year Company Location of Company Cost

$

$

Soil

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

Construction-raw materials
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Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

Construction-labor

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

Other startup costs

Year Company Location Cost

$

$

$

*These extra costs are additional information that will be useful when considering the overall 
market in Fairbanks for CSA farms. This information, aggregated with other producers, could 
help new farmers and characterize farming in the area.

Revenue:

Restaurant- Specify total sales to restaurants. If possible, break out sales by individual restaurant 
to show total number of individuals you source to. Again, the name of the buyer is not important, 
just the location.

Restaurant 1

Year Location Revenue

$

Restaurant 2

Year Location Revenue
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$

Restaurant 3

Year Location Revenue

$

Restaurant 4

Year Location Revenue

$

Restaurant 5

Year Location Revenue

$

Farmers’ Market

Year Revenue

$

Other Market

Year Revenue

$

Co-op

Year Revenue

$

Other vegetable sales

Year Revenue

$

Other farm revenue
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Year Revenue

$

TOTAL REVENUE $
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Are you 18 years of age or older?

G  Yes 

Q  No

Do you live in the Tanana Va lley (greater Fairbanks area)?

Q  Yes 

Q  No

Have you taken this survey before?

Q  Yes 

Q  No

W ere you a m em ber of a local CSA e ither in 2014 or plan to be in 2015?

G  Yes 

G No

Do you know what it means to belong to a CSA  farm ?

Choose  the  best op tion  below .

G  Yes

G  No

I f you w ere  a m em be r o f a CSA  fa rm  in the Tanana V a lle y , in M ay you would pay a local fa rm e r about $400 fo r a 
share . In exchange, each w eek  fo r 14 w eeks you would e ith e r go to a centra l location in tow n o r d r ive  to the farm  
to p ick-up you r w eek ly  vegetab le s. Depending on the  t im e  o f yea r, som e w eeks you would re ce ive  box #1. O the r 
w eeks you would re ce ive  box #2.

Appendix A.4: Survey

Box #1 includes: kale, mixed greens, broccoli and chives

Box #2 includes: zucchini, chard, potatoes, kale, tom atoes, cucumbers, and eggplant

A s  a  s h a r e h o ld e r  y o u  a r e  p a rt  o f  t h e  f a r m in g  c o m m u n it y .  M e m b e r s  s h a r e  b o th  t h e  r i s k  a n d  t h e  b e n e f it s  o f  fo o d  p ro d u c tio n .
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The following section will help us determ ine the qualities about a CSA that custom ers prefer most. Think about this section as a market study.

In the next 10 questions you will be asked about your preferences for different CSA shares. You will be asked to view shares with different features, 
The features are described below. Please read through these features to familiarize yourself with the terms.

Y o u r a c cu ra te  re sp o n se s  w ill h e lp  im prove  ou r u n d e rs tan d in g  o f  th e  m arke t.

Price: How m uch do you  pay fo r a season  o f p roduce?

Selection: W ho  dete rm ines which vegetab les are in yo u r sha re?

Fa rm er Defined
The farm er dete rm ines which vege tab les are available in yo u r sha re  each 
week.

Farm er and Mem ber 
Defined

The fa rm er dete rm ines which vege tab les are available in y o u r sha re . You  
a lso  g e t to  choose  a few  vegetab les each week.

Com position: W ha t types  o f vegetab les are included in yo u r sha re?

Field Vege tab les
Sha re  on ly  includes vegetab les th a t can be grow n in th e  field such  as: kale, 
b rocco li, cabbage, cauliflower, zucchin i, p o ta toes , and sa lad  greens.

Field and
G reenhou se
Vegetab les

Sha re  includes fie ld vege tab les listed  above and vege tab les g row n in a 
g re enhouse  such  as: to m a to es , cucum bers, and peppers.

Field Vege tab les and 
A d d -o n

Sha re  includes fie ld vege tab les listed  above and an add -on  such  as: 1 
d o zen  chicken eg g s a week, 6 o z  o f honey  eve ry  m on th , o r  1 Thanksg iv ing  
turkey.

Length: How m any w eeks do you receive produce?
14 weeks 14 vegetab le  deliveries, June 1 -A u g u s t 31
16 weeks 16 vegetab le  deliveries, June 1 -  S ep tem b e r 14
18 weeks 18 vegetab le  deliveries, June 1 -  S ep tem b e r 28

Pick-up location: W here  do you p ick -up  yo u r C S A  sha re?  O r, is it delivered to  yo u r house  o r w ork?
Delivery Y ou r sha re  is delivered to  y o u r hom e o r  work.
L ess than  10 m inu te com m ute You  m ust com m ute  10 m inu tes o r  le s s  to  p ick -up  yo u r sha re.
More than  10 m inu te com m ute You  m ust com m ute  10 m inu tes o r  m ore to  p ick -up  yo u r sha re.

Pick-up time: W hen do  you  p ick -up  y o u r C S A  sha re?
1 W eekday Y o u r farm  o ffe rs  one  p ick -up  day  durinq  the  week.
1 W eekend Y o u r farm  o ffe rs  one p ick -up  day during  the  weekend.
1 W eekday &  1 
W eekend

You r farm  o ffe rs  tw o p ick -up  days. One during  th e  week, one  during  the 
weekend.

C o n s id e r all sh a re s  to  be locally g row n w ith ou t th e  u se  o f pestic ides, herb ic ides, o r o th e r chem icals.

Here are a few CSA shares you might like. For each one, indicate whether or not you would consider purchasing the share for th e  season .
(3 o f 6)

Price 542$ 542$ 447$ 613$

Selection Farmer and member defined Farmer defined Farmer and member defined Farmer defined

Composition Field Vegetables and add-on Field vegetables Field vegetables and greenhouse Field vegetables

Length 14 weeks 14 weeks 18 weeks 14 weeks

Pickup time 1 Weekend 1 Weekend 1 Weekday 1 Weekday 1 Weekend

Pickup Local Delivery Less than 10 minute commute Delivery Less than 10 minute commute

Q  A  possibility £ )  A  possibility Q  A  possibility Q  A  possibility

( 3  W on 't work fo r me Q  W on 't work fo r me Q  W on 't work fo r me Q  W on 't work fo r me

Among these three, which is the best option? (I've grayed out any features that are the same, so you can just focus on the differences.)
(2 o f 4)

Price 587$ 352$ 648$

Selection Farmer and member defined Farmer defined Farmer and member defined

Composition Field vegetables Field Vegetables and add-on Field vegetables

Length 14 weeks 14 weeks 18 weeks

Pickup time 1 Weekend 1 Weekend 1 Weekday

Pickup Local More than 10 minute commute Delivery Less than 10 minute commute

O O O
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The next 6 questions ask  about your in te rest and knowledge o f com m unity supported agriculture (CSA). Prior knowledge o f farm ing o r th is  particular kind of farm ing is not 
necessary.

Based on your know ledge, how m any farm s in th e Tanana Valley offer CSA shares?

Choose the best option below.

i(_) None 

O  A  few  (<5)

Q  Som e (6-10)

O A  L o t (11-15)

Do you currently or have  you ev er  belonged to a CSA in th e  Tanana Valley?

Choose the best option below.

O  Yes

For CSA #1

Please list th e  nam e o f th e CSA farm you belonged to in the past.

How m any years  have you belonged to a CSA?

Choose the best option below.

 j 1 season

2 seasons 

Q  3 seasons 

O  4 seasons 

Q  5 seasons 

Q  More than 5 seasons

W hat y ear  did you join this CSA?

o 2015

Q 2014

Q 2013

O 2012

Q 2011

O 2010

O 2009

o 2008

o before 2008
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What is the prim ary rea so n  you are no longer a m em ber of the farm?
C h o o se  th e  b e s t o p tio n  be low .

Q  C o s t

O  Length o f season  

Q  N o t in te rested  in local food 

Q  T o o  m uch produce 

Q  T o o  little p roduce 

Q  Preselected o p t io n s  (no  choice)

Inconven ience o f  p ick -up  tim e 

(_) Inconven ience o f  p ick -up  location 

Q  T rave l/N o t in area 

(_) O the r

Have you belonged to a different CSA?

Q  Y es  

O  No

The next 7 questions ask about your history purchasing CSA shares. Please respond to the best of your knowledge

How long have you been a member of this CSA?
C h oose  th e  b e s t op tion  be low .

1 season 

O  2 seasons 

Q  3 seasons 

Q  4  seasons 

Q  5 seasons 

Q) More than 5 seasons

What is the prim ary reason  you joined this CSA?
C h oose  th e  b e s t op tion  be low .

S up p o rt local farm /econom y 

Q  Fresh produce 

Q  Value organic/few er pesticides 

Q  Environm ental impact 

Q) Desire fo r locally grow n food 

Q) Conven ien t p ick-up time 

Q) Conven ien t p ick-up location 

Q  Connection w ith farm er

Do you cu rrently  belong to another CSA?

Q  Yes 

Q  No
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CSA share info

The following 7 questions are focused on your experience with your current CSA. Please answer to the best of your knowledge.

Including yourself, how m any adults e a t  food from this m em bership?

Choose the best option below.

Q  64-

How m any children (under th e a g e  o f 18) ea t food from  this m em bership?

Choose the best option below.

Q  6+

If you w ere to receive m ore item s in your share, of which kind would you like to receive m ore of?

Please indicate one type.

Q  G reen s 

O  R o o t vege tab le s  

Q  H erbs 

Q  S q ua sh  

Q  Flow ers

Q  G reenh ou se  vege tab le s  (h igh tem pera tu re )

Do you think your share is a fair value?

Choose the best option below.

Q  Y es  

Q  No 

Q  U n su re

How did you hear about the farm?

Choose the best option below.

Q  K now  th e  fa rm e r 

Q  R ecom m ended  by fnend /fam ily /e tc  

Q  S aw  p rom otiona l m atena l 

O O th e r

How would you prefer to pick-up your CSA share?

Q  F a rm e r p ro v id e d  re su sa b le  b ag s  

Q  F a rm e r p ro v id e d  re su sa b le  b o x e s  

Q  F a rm e r p ro v id e d  d isp o sa b le  bag  

Q  F a rm e r p ro v id e d  d isp o sa b le  b o x  

Q) M e m b e r p ro v id e d  bag  o r  b o x  

Q) N o  p re fe ren ce
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Questions about pick-up

The following 3 q u estion s ask  abou t th e  pick-up tim e and location for your current CSA share

How long does it take you to com m ute to the pick-up location?

C hoose th e  b e s t option below .

Q  less than 5 minutes 

Q  less than 10 minutes 

less than 15 minutes 

more than 15 minutes

Is it difficult fo r you to pick up you r CSA  share?

C hoose th e  b e s t option below .

O Yes
Q  No

Why is it difficult to pick-up your CSA share?

Choose the best option below.

Inconvenient time 

Inconvenient pick-up location 

LJ Other

A re you in terested in becom ing a CSA  m em ber next season?

Choose the best option below.

Q  Yes 

O  Undecided 

Q  No
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W hat is the prim ary reason you w ou ldn 't jo in  a CSA?

C hoose th e  b e s t  option below .

O  Cost

Q  Length of season 

Q  Not interested in local food 

Q  Too much produce 

Q  Too little produce 

Q  Preselected options (no choice)

Q  Inconvenience of pick-up time 

Q  Inconvenience of pick-up location 

Q  Travel/Not in area 

Q  Other

W hat is the secondary reason you w ou ldn 't jo in  a CSA?

C hoose th e  b e s t  option below .

O Cost
Q  Length of season 

Q  Not interested in local food 

Q  Too much produce 

Q  Too little produce 

Q  Preselected options (no choice)

Q  Inconvenience of pick-up time 

Q  Inconvenience of pick-up locations 

Q  Travel/Not in area 

Q  Other

O  No secondary reason

Produce Purchasing Questions

The next 7 questions ask about your purchasing decisions related to produce.

Do you o r som eone in you r household m aintain a vegetab le  garden?

C h oose  th e  b e s t  option  below .

Q  Yes

0  No

Do you o r you r fam ily  partic ipate  in any o f the follow ing activ ities?

P lea se  s e le c t  all th a t apply.

Q  School Garden 

Q  Composting

( J Canning

Q  Cold Storage

 1 J Purchasing local food
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[^uring^the sum m er (May-Se^ptember) please indicate where you purchase fruits and vegetables most frequently.

When possible do you attempt to buy local products?

Would you be willing to pay more for locally produced food?

Du^ ir^ ^ e sum m er (M ay-Sep tem ber), on average how much does you r household spend per w eek on fru its  and vegetab les?
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Do you like eating broccoli?

Q  Yes

Q  N O

Consider purchasing 1 lb of broccoli. At a local large grocery store, 1 lb of organically grown broccoli costs $2.49

Click on th e maximum am ount you would be willing to pay for locally g ro w n  organic broccoli.

Q  $2.49

Q  up to $2.74/lb

Q  up to $2.99/lb

Q  up to $3.24/lb

Q  up to $3.49/lb

Q  up to $3.74/lb

Q  up to $3.98/lb

Q  up to $4.23/lb

Q  up to $4.48/lb

Q  up to $4.73/lb

Q  up to $4.98/lb

Q  more than $4.98/lb

Q  I would not buy broccoli at this price
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The fo llow ing 4  qu e st ion s  ask  ab ou t fa rm s and ag ricu ltu re  in th e  T anana Valley. You  do  no t need p r io r know ledge ab ou t farm ing in th is  area to  participate.

Do you  think th e  farm s in th e  Tanana V alley m e e t  th e  n eed  o f  th e  com m u n ity  for local produce?

In you r  opin ion, if th e  local farm s exp a n d ed  production, would co n su m e rs  in th is area  buy th e  additional produce?  

Socio-dem ographic Questions

The following 6 socio-demographic questions may be sensitive. Remember, answering these questions is completely voluntary. Your answers to these
questions will remain confidential. The information you provide will improve the quality and accuracy of the research.

How old are you?

Choose the best option below.

Q  <20 years 

Q  20-29 years 

Q  30-39 years 

Q  40-49  years 

Q  50-59 years 

Q  60-69 years 

Q  70+ years

Including yourself, how m any a d u lts  live in your household?

Choose the best option below.
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How m any children (under age 18) live in your household?

Choose the best option below.

o °
O  i
0 2
0 3
0 4
0 5
O  6+

W hat is your gender?

Choose the best option below.

O  Male
Q )  Female

P le a se  in d ic a te  th e  h ig h e s t  le v e l o f  e d u ca t io n  y o u  a t ta in e d

Choose the best option  below.

O  less than high school 

som e high school 

O  high school graduate o r GED 

O  som e college/ assoc ia te 's degree 

O  bachelor's degree 

O  graduate o r professional degree
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A p p ro x im a te ly ,  w h a t is y o u r  y e a r ly  h ou seho ld  in co m e  be fo re  ta x e s ?

Choose  the  be s t op tion  below .

Q  $0-$9,999 

Q  $10,000-$19,999 

O  $20,000-$29,999 

Q  $30,000-$39,000 

Q  $40,000-$49,999 

Q  $50,000-$59,999 

Q  $60,000-$69,999 

O  $70,000-$79,999 

Q  $80,000-$89,999 

O  $90,000-$99,999 

Q  $100,000-$109,999 

Q  $110,000-$119,999 

Q  $120,000-$129,999 

Q  $130,000-$139,999 

O  $140,000-$149,999 

Q  $150,000-$159,999 

O  $160,000-$169,999 

Q  $170,000-$179,999 

Q  $180,000-$189,999 

Q  $190,000-$199,999 

O  $200,000 or more
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